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We've got a letter for vnu. It’s from Santa
< hrlstmas
|au- that you saw In our -tore la-t
there are
time. WeM semi if to you direct, but
w don't know who ought
■a. many of you that
So we'll just print It here In
have It tlr-t
the \MKKH'AN for you to read
I I'NAK l-I.AM*,
Oil I'll I. I "AST "t ( l."l IO I.AM'.
December, l-.i|

Dry

Harper’s Magazine.

Capt. Horace Ix>rd and wife will spend
the winter in Ellsworth.
Mrs. Georgia Pulsifer Porter, of Oldtown, is visiting in Ellsworth.

1

)

I)r<tr Little Shinn
l-.11-worth la-t
W hen \ uu mis-ed me from
winter iu-t alter < hri-tma-. I had
M> Magi* Reindeer galloped
to ( 'loudv Land.
we enme to the very
up, up, awa\ up. until
which are just the
top of the rlrru- rloud*.
round
the
snow
ail
year
glnrlc.-t
I -klmmed o\er the -m.w right up above the
ocean, until 1 came over -unity
Hl.\N< K.
Where I came down and ordered tin* people to
(
hrl-tma- thing- for my little
make the nlre-t
Hancock countv friend-.
flew
Then I
up again until I came to
(.KKMANY,
Where I set all the people making <|uatnt little
livin'- for you for Christmas. Oh, it't great
fun.
Then I sailed away to
S WON V.
Where I ordered sweet gras- baskets that smell
-o nice all the vear round.
Then higher 1 went tor a long Might over
Kuroj e, until
.JAILIN'
was reached, where l directed the nimble wilted
.laps to make vu their drolle-t trinket-. centre
I have ordered Mr N'orrl- to till hiand Jac-,
counter- full of the-e doll- ami
(io there, mv children, and
kets am! trinket-ee them right m»w and, remember, I’m ruining
myself before long.

P.

( LAI'S.

H. Stratton, the contractor, spent
his family in Ellsworth.

Sunday with

"skipped"

SANTA

WKKK.

THIS

A. H. Norris
Goods.
B. Partridge— Boots, shoes, hats ami caps.
Austin 11. Joy—Groceries.
Frederick A. Coombs—Christmas goods.
John A. Hale—Holiday goods.
Probate notice—Kst. Naliuin T. Hill.
Julia K. Drinkwater— Notice of foreclosure.
John A. Peters, jr., Levi B. Wyman—Commissioners’ notice.
>•'
kholders’ Meeting—First National Bank.
K. F. Hohinson—Jewelry, silverware, Ac.
W. C. Moore—Messenger’s notice.
Admr. notice—Kst. Lewis Free mam.
Admr. notice—Kst. .Sarah F. Ginn.
F. xee. notice—Kst. Amanda W. Bowler.
M. Gallert— Dry goods.
G. A. I’a re her—Apothecary.
Kdward K Chase— Legislative notice.
F. H. MacFarland—Cottage to let.
Nkw York
—

The \V. C. T. C. will meet with Miss ArThomas, this (Thursday) afternoon.

villu

Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., will meet
this (Wednesday) evening. Work, third
degree.
Mrs. William O.

Allegheny, Pa.,

to

her

with

McDonald has moved
will reside

where she

son.

has returned to
His
his home here for the winter.
schooner is hauled out at New Bedford.

Capt. Adelbert Bellatty

There will be a regular meeting of the
Woman’s relief corps, Friday afternoon,
Dec. 7. All members are requested to be
present.
S. 1). Wiggin is completing the improvements in his store—laying a new
floor ami putting in a handsome metal
The ladies of the I'nity club will hold a
supper and sale of fancy articles at the
I’nitarian vestry next Wednesday even-

;
!

ing.

FOIMI AT LAST!

Dec. 12.

Miss

Myra Davis is home

chusetts

on

and Mrs.

James F. Davis.

a

visit

from

her

to

MassaMr.

parents,

Mrs. Tribou

is

also here.

T.i" T tie club will hold its next meetF.

ing with Miss Mary

earnestly hoped

and

*

x

Hopkins.

per ted all

It

h

members

will be present.
There w ill be a rehearsal of the chorus
of t lie opera •‘Priscilla" Friday evening of
this week at 7:30 at the vestry of the
I'iiitarian church.
Miss Bertha Frame, who is attending
tin* Farmington normal school, is spending t he Thanksgiving vacation with her
fat her in th is city.

David F. Trebou, superintendent of the
F. (ole A to. shoe factory, spent
Thanksgiving at his home in Boston, returning to F. 11sworth Monday.
B.
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Our low

prices

will astonish you.

ask i-

All

we

our

”oods.

a

chance

to show

The damage

yet been completed.
The people are getting impatient for
tin- road commissioner problem to be
! brought to an issue, and are ask ing w ho
1
would be responsible for damages in ease
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LIFE.

Highest of all

was

j
;

an

in

Leavening Power.—Latest

U. S. Gov’t Report

Hung Herself to
a Ked-post.
Early Sunday morning the lifeless body
of Mrs. Abbie Hilgrove was found hanging by the neck from a bed-post at the
home of her father, Maurice Downey, on
Liberty street. The position of the body
Mrs.

Abble Hilgrove

Absolutely pure
in Hancock County.
The United States commission of tish
and fisheries announce the following reof fry in Hancock
cent distribution

A SAD THANKSGIVING.

Fry Distributed

A Hucksport Man Drowned In Sight
of Ills Family.

On the morning of Thanksgiving Day, county:
From Oct. 26 to Nov. 2, 27,179 yearling
Ernest llarriman, of Bucksport, started
Atlantic salmon in Narramissic river and
to row across the Narrows from Prospect
tributaries.
Ferry to the Bucksport shore. The wind
Oct. 15, 3,256 yearling
land-locked
was blowing a gale, and the waters of the
salmon in Branch pond.
Penobscot were lashed into fury.
From Oct. 26 to Nov. 4, 42,629 yearling
From his house near the shore, his aged
Atlantic salmon in Alamoosook lake and
father and mother, his wife and two
tributaries.
children, watched the son, husband and
From Oct. 26 to Nov. 4, 83,290 yearling
father as he pulled with a strong, expeAtlantic salmon in Toddy pond and
rienced oar for the further shore. The
tributaries.
little skiff was about half way across the
Oct. 12, 3,000 yearling Loch Leven trout
Narrows. Suddenly one of the children
in Flood’s pond.
exclaimed: “Look! Papa's boat’s upset!”
Oct. 12, 4,000 yearling Loch Leven trout
The anxious watchers on the shore saw
in Spectacle pond.
the little boat swing into the trough of
Oct. 30, 10,519 yearling Atlantic salmon
the sea. In a moment a wave struck it
in Heart pond.
and it tilled with water. When the boat
rose to the crest of the next wave IlarriKxenipting Old Soldiers.
man had disappeared.
G. A. R. men of Warren, have taken
llarriman
son
of
A thirteen-year-old
the initiative in preparing a petition to be
put out to his father’s rescue in a dory, presented the next legislature, asking
but could make no headway against the that
honorably discharged soldiers and
strong wind and tide, and was obliged to sailors be exempted from the payment of
An attempt at rescue by men on the annual
return.
poll tax of the State.
the other side wras equally unsuccessful.
x.—
The swamped boat drifted slowly to the
Strtjcrtisrmrnts.
Bucksport shore and lodged on the rocks
above the tannery.
a
short distance
When men who had followed the course
of the boat went to pick it up they were
horrified to find the lifeless body of
AT
llarriman hanging from the side, held in
that position by one leg, which was
OHANG’S
caught beneath the thwarts. The face
was cut and bleeding from contact with
the cruel rocks. All efforts to resuscitate
THIS WEEK.
-■

C. L. M

the body were unavailing.
An examination of the boat showed
that one of the iron rowlocks was unshipped and the supposition is that when
this happened and the boat broached to,
the unfortunate man went over the side
He
; and was unable to extricate himself,
i was one of the most expert boatmen on
1
the river and his acquaintances say that
! nothing but an accident could have
j caused such a disaster.
llarriman was thirty-six years of age,
and much respected as an honest, up*
He leaves «
right, temperate citizen.

CI1AWI.S.

s;ha\vi>
\1IAWL8.

widow and two children.

ELLSWORTH
I). N. Moore has been

Having closed

Frank C. Stetson of Ellsworth, and
Miss Lizzie G. Soule, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. George D. Soule, of Whitman,
Mass., were married at the home of the
bride on Thanksgiving Day,
by Rev.
The
William Brunton, of Whitman.
groom has resided in Ellsworth for eight

A

KKMOXSTKANTK.

|

stock of
working

Names

Hampshire

a
a

offering

are

of

to

P. H. Conley sold
George lierry, and bought

from

house

leading jobbing

McCarty

Mrs.

Shawls

[a

fora few

has gone to New
work during the winter.
Nahum Flood is getting ready for his
winter work on his lot at Boggy Brook.

Charles

Still I

out the entire

FALLS.

| days in Hancock.
Mrs. Abbie Card is ill at her father’s,
Ililgrove is now in jail here, held for
the January term of court, for selling
j William Garland.
liquor at Sullivan.
Mrs. Mary Dunham spent Thanksgiving
with friends in Bangor and Brewer.

slight.

---

SPECIAL ATTHACT10NS

bargains

some

we

unheard-

81.2b. 82.2o.

at

$3.2.",.

beef cow to
milch cow of

JAXAMINK.

James Staples.

Albert Higgins has sold his place to
John Fox, and has bought the Stephen
Church street.
i The undersigned, citizens of Kllsworth, bellev i Inman farm at North Ellsworth.
!
iluit our municipal affairs can be more
Among visitors to the city the past ing
School in the district above Brimmer’s
and satisfactorily man
week were, D. W. Brewer, Eden; F. D. wisely, economically
opened again after a two weeks'
form
of
bridge
government
| aged under the present
of the teacher's
Foster, E. K. Brewer, F. L. Brewer, L. B. I than as a town; that a hoard «»f mayor am
on account
suspension
l.Va-'.v, W. E. Lawn-nee, F. Cunningham, aldermen, representing the different portions o I illness.
George J. Stafford, Thomas F. Moran, E. I the city, can art more calmly and deliberately
District No. 6 Sunday school will give
Marcyes, Bar Harbor; Curtis Durgin and j and therefore better for the welfare of our pen an entertainment on this (Thursday)
daugnn r, >edgwiek; N. 1. Mayo, Cran- I pie than it would be possible for all the voter: !
evening in t he school-house. Admission,
berrv Isles; A. C. Osgood, E. E. Chase, to do in an annual town meeting ; that a grea
lj cents.
of our citizens are •strongly opposed t<
FerMt.
Desert
majority
C.
B.
Goodwin.
j
Bluehill;
the form of our municipal govern
F. Watson Cousins ami wife. East I a change in

|

ry;
accident at the present time.
:
imoit. nrivl'N rr-i"'ctfullv rcmon-trate againHim hill; B. E. Trace, Winter Harbor;
; tin* lcgi-lation a.-ked for by the petition ot !.. \
modern, movable platform has !>♦*« i»
I..
John! built in front of tin- pulpit of the Con- t’. K. IIutfilings, lirooklin; H.
IbiM-ry ft uls, to enable the rit\ t.» give up itI
-n 1 li i
'll. iVuiihsr.i' ; H. ClUl'k, t
city charter.
gregational church which brings t :.e
Moore, Southwest Harbor; John F.
Dated tiii- 3d day of December, \- D. I|
adds to,
pastor nearer to his people, and
1. ic h, ('.'tine; ( )t is Wells,
I it's, .1 i' n 1
This petition has been signed, up tc
tie effectiveness of his ministration**.
Hull ijmirrv: ( buries l.ynch, Vinalhatime of Thk Amuku an'" going l»
the
1!
b
of
South
Hancock,
(). W. Young,
1!. Perkins, Cherrylield.
ven; W
F\
I v the following citizens:
press,
one
hou-e
of
the
Franklin
down the steps
The schooner “Elizabeth,” whieh v ent Mi.v *r J. F. Davis, « x-Mayor John B
day last #n k, sprain mg Ids should' r and ashore n I'rmv Island
early Inst week, ns Redman, ex-Mayor A. II. Norris, ex
rreeiviiig tdln r injuries. II" was likin
\mh:ii'an, is now a
report'll in Tin
Mayor F. B. \iken, \ndrew I*. \\ is
ti, his luune, where lie is still suitin' d
The lug "l.ittle Hound well, M. (iallert, Albert M. Hopkins
t.iliil wreck.
Ills bed.
Ini, in r "Forester” w lii-di .). P. FidriJ jo. D. H. Hope*, A. R. Dover
Top" aud ik
I The schooner "l)nvid Kaust,” ('apt. went In Iwr assistants*, found her lying
i.
LcwD Friend, I. F. Manning, J. 11
ineoilision
perry Alley, of EIDw.irt h, was
.1
The tug siieeeeded in getting Brimmer, H.
H.
on a ledge.
Harden, Henry
in
wif h tlie schooner "James Freeman,”
,J.
her n!f, however, and started to tow the j(,v, S.
Morrison, F. \V. Hollins
| lios.on harbor last Saturday. The "Faust" two vessels to Ellsworlh. The three ves- t'. C. Burrill, F. P>. Wyman, .las. F
hound out with freight for Ells- sels were lashed dde
was
by side, and in the Parsons, John F. Know lion. J. A. Peters
worth. She struck the "Freeman” a
whieh was blowing, the tug rould jr., John F. Whitcomb, A. W. (Jr< ely
gate
glaneiug blow near the stern, rutting Iter make no headway. It was necessary to Chas. H. Havncs, A. W. King, Martin ii
cut loose the "Klizaheth" to avoid being ! Haynes, F. F. Robinson, Chas. J. Trew
As the vessel was cut i1 orgy. IF Whiting, Jas. A. Mctiown. A
blown ashore.
S-TCtattscmcitts.
W. Cushman, IF W. Cushman, (’has. H
adrift, sin lurched over on her side. The ; Drummey, C. R. Foster, S. K. Whiting
anil
to
the
off
close
deck,
masts snapped
tiro. \\
Whiting, John M. Hale, jr.
the hatches ami a portion of the deck Austin H. Joy, C. B. Partridge, (leorgt ;
John l>. Hopkins, David Mae
P.
Dutton,
and
of
staves
load
burst out. The deck
Farland, T. F. Hale, F. B. Aiken, T. F
part of the hold load were washed away. Mahoney.
The tug, headed before the wind, ran
withthe "Forester” to Buss Harbor. When
Judge Chase vs. Town of Surry.
the gale let up the tug went after the
In the municipal court, before Judge
(i. P. Dutton, yesterday,was tried the case
water-logged wreck of the "Klizaheth
and towed it to Bar Harbor, where it was of F. K. Chase, of Bluehill vs. thetowr
sold for |75—just enough to pay tug ex- of Surry an action for damages for injuThe cargo that remained was ries to a horse on t he highway.
penses.
sold for *50. The “Elizabeth” was owned
A. W. King of Kllsworth, appeared foi
by I.. I). Remick.
plaintiff, and L. B. Deasy of Bar Harbor
of

Number 49.

|

i

have not

\Y. !{

TOOK

of Some of Those who
Favor a City (ioveriiment.
!
The circulation of a paper for signatures
month-*, being employed as bookkeeper
at the B. E. Cole & Co. shoe factory. j to a
petition to the legislature for
During his residence here he lias made authority for Ellsworth to go hack to «
many friends, who join in hearty con- town form of government, has resulted
gratulation. Mr. and Mrs. Stetson are in a counter-petition. It reads as follows:
living at the house of Frank Moore, on I To the next Legislature of Maine:

On account of the death of the pastor's
wife, the circle and hoard meeting announced fur this Thursday evening at the
Methodist vestry, w ill be postponed one

The commercial school at Hancock hall
will open Monday, Jan. 7. The school
w ill be taught by H. Fremont Maddocks.
The details of the course of instruction

but

Recent visitors at the Abenaquis club
Henry C. Emery, Brunswick;
Gilbert Howell, Bangor; Fulton J. Red- I
left no doubt that it was a case of suicide.
man, Ellsworth; William H. Davis, Bar
Mrs. Hilgrove had been mentally unHarbor; George Stafford, Bar Harbor; C. balanced for
many years, and had recentD. Stanford, Bangor.
ly been an inmate of an insane asylum at
The examination of C'andage Bros., the
Danvers, Mass. She also had trouble with
insolvent grocers of East Bluehill, is her
husband, who secured a divorce from
being continued in the insolvency court her, but they had since lived together.
to-day. In the absence of Judge O. P.
She arrived at her father’s house only
Cunningham, Register of Probate C. P. Thursday last, having been brought here
Dorr presides.
by an officer of the state of Massachusetts,
The second of the course of entertain- from the insane asylum.
ments given under the auspices of the
She retired Saturday night, apparently
King’s Daughters will take place to-night in good spirits. In the morning her six(Thursday) at Hancock hall. Hon. J. M. year-old boy, who occupied the room with
on
“Persona! her, awoke and not seeing his mother
Littlefield will lecture
Recollections of Abraham Lincoln.”
called several times for her. Her father
List of letters remaining uncalled for at then came to the room and found the
the Ellsworth post-office Dec. 3: Mrs. body hanging from the bed-post.
The unfortunate woman had wound a
Olena M. Drake, Joe Dobbins, Pearl Gatcom. Miss Mollie Hamilton, Mrs. S. M. small rope tightly about her neck, and
Jordan, C. L. Jordan, Miss Jennie Jordan, into this had fastened a pillow case,
The feet
Nathan Newcomb, Mrs. Louise Wood- which hung over the post.
rested on the floor, the knees slightly
ward.
bended.
Senator Hale
surprised the Belfast
C oroner L. F. Hooper was notified, and
ladies who are working for the home for
girls with a $25 check the other day. The after viewing the body deemed an inquest
of
these
senator has a
doing
pleasant
The body was given in
way
little things and many a Maine charity unnecessary.
Cov\- charge of the relatives.
has
profited thereby.—Bangor
The deceased was thirty-four years of
mercial.
Mrs. Percy M. Graffam, of Milford, N. age, was married in April, 1893, to EdShe had two children, a
B., after spending several months with ward Hilgrove.
and a little
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James McLean, son aged about six years,
in
this city, returned home Saturday, daughter aged about one year. Her husSullivan. In April last he
accompanied by her daughters, Bernice, | band lived Ht
He was
whs convicted for selling liquor.
and Airv.
Mrs. Graffam’a mother accomgiven t wo days to secure bail, and he
panied her as far as Bangor.
His
took leg bail for Massachusetts.
Last Sunday morning Rev. J. E. Adams, !
wife followed him there.
D. D., of Bangor, preached a very acceptAsa strange coincidence, Ililgrove reqKI»
Hiunnncao
ut
tin
f Yin irrpcrat. innn 1 I
turned to Maine to spend Thanksgiving
Dr. Adams has been the sec- j
church.
and
intending, he now {declares, to
retary of the Maine missionary society
himself to Deputy Sheriff
surrender
for nineteen years, lit* is always gladly
Hooper at Ellsworth. He did not reach
listened to by an Ellsworth audience.
Ellsworth, however. He sent his son on
En<t
Sunday evening the December to Ellsworth from
After
Rockland.
monthly praise service at the Congrega- stopping at Vinalhaven to visit his little
was
tional church
given under the daughter, who is living with his mother
management <>f the choir. A male quar- there, he came onto Bar
Harbor, where
tette, composed of E. F. Robinson, »>. W.
he was arrested by Deputy Sheriff FenW.
and
A.
J.
A.
Cunningham
Taple.v,
lie was brought to
nelly on a capias,
K ing. furnished t lie music which was of Ellsworth
Monday afternoon, and lodged
of
the
The
excellence.
subject
special
in he county jail.
lecture by the pastor was “Music and
Ililgrove did not learn of his wife’s
Praise." It is probable that the next
death until lie was told by Deputy Sheriff
monthly praise service will be given in
Hooper after his arrival here. He apt lie church.
peared somewhat affected by the suddenin
in
a
closet
Fire was discovered
He said he was sorry
ness of the news.
Daniel Harrington’s house* on Sterling she had not nu t a natural death, but was
at 6
o’clock Thursday evening. not surprised that she had taken her own
street
William Harrington heard the crackling life.
of the Harms and on opening the door
Once before, when they were living
of
the closet the flames burst into together in Massachusetts, she had atAn alarm was given, and
the room.
tempted suicide by swallowing carbolic
with the assistance of neighbors the fire acid. Her life was saved by doctors, anti
;
fire
The
soon
was
extinguished.
was then committed to the asylum at
j originated from an overheated chimney. she
Danvers.

week.
(

was

were:

Harry C. Emery, instructor in economics and sociology at Bowdoin college,
spent Thanksgiving and the following
few days with his parents in this city.

l ister Overcoat

an

The “Faust”

owned in Ellsworth.

Mr. and Mrs. Arno W. King are receiv- I
ing congratulations on the advent of a
baby girl. The little stranger made its
appearance last Wednesday afternoon.

is the

and "found at last

pole,

Thomas Gleason, of Eden, indicted for
selling liquor, was arrested on a capias
last week and brought to the county jail
to be held for the April term.

exclamation of the

the

he

to t he water line.

slightly damaged, but put back to Boston
for repairs. Particulars of the accident,
as to which vessel was responsible, have
not yet been received. The “Faust” is

!

C. L. Moi;axi;
If you are anxious to find the most reliable blood-puritier, read in Ayer's Alhave
manac the testimonials of tinw.
been cured of such terrible .1 ;-.-i-es as
catarrh, rheumatism, and serofuia, by the
Yln-.i govern
use of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

yourself accordingly.

A

-i

HOLIDAY!f 'L,s

s

Crepe

*r

SALE-

■

Paper.

iV

f toOi^r.

..

and 1 will cal!, take _\oi!i
eider, and deliver it.

!

|

Oil HI STM AS
the

i-

than
None
your

holiday—less

next

week-

three

to

soon

too

away.

place

order for nuts, rai-

sins, candies, to say noth-

ing of the substantial.
Ground

Coffee

While

AUSTIN

You

Wait.

II. JOY,

M:imiiii(? mock,
MAINE.
EIXSWOKTII,
list IN M. FOSTER,

-*“■

CAUCKSTEIt ANI)

UU11.DKU.

I draw plans, make estimates, take contracts
work.
I,,,-all ela--es of buildings* First-class

mauelilp

guaranteed._

Special
WATKK

attention

ST.,

given to Sanitary Work.
ELLSWOliTlI, ME.

defendant.
The evidence went to show that, it
May last, while Judge Chase was driving
over the Surry road, his mare was permanently injured by stepping into a hoh
which had not been properly tilled aftei
the removal of a large rock.
The mare wrenched her ankle badly
and had never recovered.
Judge Dutton rendered judgment foi
plaintiff, placing the amount of damage
for

lj
MV Mamma gives me
BROWN’S INSTANT RELIEF,
||
For Coughs, Colds, Collo, Cholera
b
Morbus, 0y3entsry, Croup, Sore
Throat, Diphtheria, eto.
!'
I THINK IT IS KCAl NICE TO TAKE.

;|

l.pjin Ui Norway Medicine Co., Jfonrav

V

Church Notes.
The pnstor, Rev. I). L. Yale, will occupy
the pulpit at the Congregational church
next

Sunday, morning

and

evening.

Wednesday. Tliur-dav and Friday of tld»
Miss Clark's studio, 11 Manning block,
will be open for an exhibition of painted
china. Any one Interested to see the work is
invited to call on those days.— 1dvt.
On

week

at

|50.

Defendant appealed.

<,: :n<l

Display

of (liand'or Sets from Sl'» npw
Willow

Finest Stock of

linished in With Cent nr \
S|.Sd

<

Chairs

ever

seen

in

city.

<

’‘.loin

>ak and White and

upward.

\o\elties in Hook Cases, Sideboards. \\ riting Desks.
Looking Classes, Chiffoniers. Dining Tables. Dining Chairs,
Parlor Tables, Parlor

Bamboo

Suits, Couches,

etc.

tjOT TTY A V

and White

■H-UljlU.fl. I

and Gold

C A T 1?

bALJ>

Easels.

Pictures

cheaper
Than Ever
Before.

A. W. CUSHMAN &
No.

i

FRANKLIN STREET.

CO.,

.;::istian endeavor.

(

'*

Top;

i-Merit

<1

and Mauranots

:: .;

Tori.
lift-.— I.

">ek Itcglnnlng Dec.
by Rev. b. II. Doyle.
to a

Christian

ChrisX'n one ran
it s
tian lift
vering that
there art : a y things to help him
and t -at al- tli .i are things that hinder i..-a in su h a cause. The topical
reference tmplia-iges the hindrances
rath r t.. in helps, as it contains simply
the familiar parable of the sowir, in
which in Linscases out of four the seed
that was sown di»l not bring forth as it
ought. In t he parable the hindrances
naturally, by the order of the illustration, came tir»t and must thus be- conattempt to live

a

seed that gr ws up.
In ail of these cases we can see that
the great tr u! le i- in the heart, or tie'
ground. T.. s-f,d i~ all right. The
It is the heart that
sower is all right.
13 all wrung,

ana i:i*:

:

re nov re

these hindrances the heart must be right
The ground must always be in good
condition before w- can expect any kit:
But who a. me can mak-*
of a crop.
the heart right: God. And therefore
the greatest help need* d is to have G 1
change the heart and dwell in the heart,
and the life will be sure* .-.-ful anil fruitful. If we arc-overc-'me by satan, led
astray ly temptati ti, allured by the
cares and riches and pleasures of the
world, what w- u< 1 is to have God
“create in us clean hearts and r. u<-w a
right spirit within u.-.'
J.-hx i,: :i;Ps. xxxiii.
BibleReadings.
20; exxi, 1; exxiv. s; Math, vi, r :
Luke xxii, -bo Acts xxvi. gg; Horn, vin,
xii, g*; II Cor. i. gS:
20; I Cor. xi,
Eph. vi, ]* -1>>; I The-- ii. Is; Ja-. l,
2; I John ii, 15.
—

Joy and sorrow.
in a garden
metim*
You may
two flow* rs f-ide by -I'i*-, fine of whi«-h
opens its p* ?*.■* a?* the r-un goes down,
and the* otb*. r at the same time cl os* s
them, to open them again after >unri>*.
The on** has sympathy with the shade
of evening, the other with the bright.<o there are son.ness of noonday.
friends to whom w*- m-Te naturally turn
for sympathy in j< y, and others to who-u
But w«
we feel we can
go in sorrow.
must not say that the former are u
feeling and the others morbid. The
flowers ref-rred r .» were so created by
God, and the dirit r* nt dispositions <■*
“There ar*- dimen were aiso his gift.
versities of operations, but the same
Lord.”—New York Observer.
Friends In

Missionary FiU-nsion.
The movement along missionary ex
tension luus has advanced in the las!
three months a? it never has before.
The most conspicuous success has f« 1lowed the efforts of the leaders of the
missionary extension course in Chicago.
now open that
rs
are
Hundreds of d
were closed before, and missionary enthusiasm is stimulating missionary gfing. More and more our young people
are becoming informed about their duties at hone and abroad to those less
fortunate th in themselves and are giving generot: ly of th- ir income, many
giving not less than one-tenth.—Secretary Baer.
Cod Want* I'ir-t l'lacc.

A heart divided between God and
mammon is in reality nut divided, bat
*’
It may appear t
to
e world.
belon
be divld'd, but evi ry heart has ouo ai 1
but oik supreme object of regard. 1
that objet t is not God, it is some ten
poral fi ;• r. God never shares the heait
of any person with the world. Ho ac-

cepts cmytit' .-npreme place.—National
Pros by t' lan.
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The St. Louis Republic say* that experi
have been made by Dr. Buchner it

•So, crickets and beetle*, Ju*t clear the road.
Look ont for yourself, my friend. Mr. Toad,
While I skip along quite a la mode.
For 1 am the champion wheelman.’”
toad quickly
wrong way.

The

Daisy wag Aunt Patty’s cow She gave
Aunt
rich milk and was very gentle.
Patty made a great pet of her and always
milked her herself.
By and by auntie felt too old to take
care of her cow and hens and garden, and
concluded to go and live in the village
with her sister.
The cow was gold to a neighbor, who
felt very much pleased to get such a good
one as he knew Daisy to be.
But he changed his mind when he tried
She seemed a very cross cow
to milk her.
indeed. She put down her head and shook
her horns at him. kicked and sent the pail
across the yard. He tried again and again,
but it was no use. She would not let him
come near her.
A

—

way

lie

will

10

Aum

It

Wasn't the
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who standeth there
tomorrow.
—Selected.
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EAST BLUE HILL,
ME., by MR. G. G. LONG, J. P.;

but it

not needed to convince

was

any reader that her heartfelt words
It will, however, add
were true.

Alcohol is a disturber of the system anr
cannot be regarded as
food.
Alcobo
neither warms nor sustains the body.

weight
freely given that

of

the

to

tensive,

also

patent

medi- O

cines,
_

are

concealed, will

sition.”

Sarsaparilla

Ater
It

was

admitted

a

At the

~

FAIR.

A year passed, and again in the sum
nit-r it happened that the little fellow
came back to the same house h r another
It was late in the
week's enjoyment.
aft* moon when ht* arrived.
Hupp* r was
eat* n and then he slipped quietly away
and made straight for the stone in the
backyard. But alas, there was n«) big
yellow moon in the old place*! The little
boy look* *! all about, and finally discov
ered, low in the w**st. tin* slim silver cresIn a minute he
cent of the new moon.
came running into the house, crying bit
terly, and exclaiming, oh, it isn't tinsame feller, it isn’t the same felh-r we had
last year!”—New York Tribune.

Let

MAIN

be apostles in the temperance
cause; let the old persevere: let the yount
enlist.
Then will life be worth living
Let total abstinence always be uplifted
praised and blessed.

Study the New Testament and see foi
yourself the sinfulness of warfare. Get
all possible information from any source
you can on the subject, be in order to able
to

question-

answer

intelligently

i:

asked.

The whiskey traffic thrives unde r
like a hog imprisoned in a cornfield.

a

tax

ported recently,
chief deputy in

authority

the

on

internal

the

of

re

the
de-

revenue

partment. that fully 1.000 persons in that
<-itv had
the- government tax on the
-ale of liquor, and most of them were
kee ping immoral houses.

paid

The li me ami Spirit Gazett* e--t
that there are* 10>*.lsb voters in the
of New
York directly dependent
the liquor traffic,
and says
“a

state

nol le them t<> ab-eilutely
lect i< >n in the state.
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amping Out.

on s'.( ks,
Our tent i- j >• .i
We'v- hardiy r«*orn to get about.
1 hump my le ad,
When I stand
but, then, ou kuovN, w-s’rt camping
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paper
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t:r-1 <■! a
f >outhern I’ag*
r.eNorthern Africa is attracting mop attention
than at any other time since it wa- the scat of
Tiie nc\t ... HAKl’KK’S
empireM ADA/INK will contain four illustrated arti
lc- on this region, ami three
them will do
pint the pre-cut life there Julian Ralph will
prepare for the MAD A/INK a series of eight
< him-se
-toric-, depicting t> pi* al pha-cI ife and Manners.
I’.e-idc- the b-ng stories.
th( re will begin in the January Nu bei the
llr-t chapter- of A Three-Dart Novelette, b v
Ki-hard Harding Davis—the lotige-t work yet
( oiuplete
short
attempted by tid- writer
-tories by popular writer- will continue to be a
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We bring our dinners from the house.
When Fred is greedy, then I pout.
But, oh! to eat them on the grass
Is so much fun—we’re camping oat.

Poor dolly staid here all one night
The rain came down—a waterspout—
Hereyes ure gone, her cheeks caved in,
But she don’t care—we’re camping out.
—New York World.
All There Was.

Annoyed by the brevity of her nap,
Grace s mother asked somewhat lmpath
y
why sho awoke so soon." Looking '!,» in c ddish wonderment, she said
“V
I slept all there was!"—Youth’s
Co

iuanion.
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Harper's Magazine.
Harper's Weekly,

Harper’s Bazar.
Harper's Young People,
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Solicitor of Patent*,
Wheelwright A C lark‘s MI’k, BA NOOK. ME.
Has resumed Patent practice,and will oLta'.i Pa
tents for inventor*, bring and defend si.::* ? r
the Infringement of Patents, and attend to a..
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The volumes of the MAD \ /INK begin with the
Numbers for June ami December of each year.
When no time i- mentioned, -ub-< rintions will
begin with Number current at the time of recelpt of order. Cloth eases, for binding, AO cents
each—by mail, postpaid.
TitU-payv and Index sent on applicaiion
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triumphantly, and Little r-Nt«-r cannot
Little
pet higher than that, can she
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a
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xt
instant
very near,
of sunshine into h. r faro, and her arms
/•
And mother,
pave a tipi.:- :
oh, mother, 1 love you beyond t! last of
the counting." And n.- ,< r drew down
the arms and gave a ki-.- «-f vi< dory into
tlio glorified little face.
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Two small folk whom I will call Lit11*
Sister and Little Brother wt-rr disputing
in a friendly wav as t-> whether he or she
Little Sister's arniloved mother most
were round Ic-rneck. Liftl** Brother \s wenround her w c-t. and mother was getting
I
a very tight squ*-*-ze between the tw
I love y**u
.-aid he.
love you million-,
And I love trillions,'
billions,” said she.
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on gh test, darkest day
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ONLY

THE

cause

outraged community, and
the sooner they are legally w iped out in
that case the better for the community

A city ytmngster who had never seen
the country or breathed any air but that
of the crotvilod tenement district t.*ok
his lir-t excursion into green fields with
a
fresh air party during the time of the
full moon
The big yellow orb had a
peculiar attraction for the little fell-.w.
and night after night ht* w .aid sit down
on a certain stone behind the farmhouse
where his party lodged anti .-.i> ntlv watch
it as it rose ov» r the tnvs
The week of refreshing was s*»»<n \. r.
howev* r. and the boy went back to his
tenement, leaving the country lx hind

Drummond.

F

the State, intended

That the right to take fifty pounds of
or salmon l*e reduced to twenty-five
poun ds.
That f30.nr>0 bo appropriated for the fish
and game commission.

any other way
legal w iping out of the aaloon*
then let the saloon* be legally wiped
out; and I say it in God s name and in

*•

Fnlth and Patience.

F

moose

prohibited.

unable to be controlled in

“I thought your cow was gentle,” said
he. ‘but I can do nothing with her.”
Auntie wa- surprised to hear this of her
pet. >he thought a minute.
I’ll tell you what to do,” she said.
Daisy Is used to me, you know, and she
does not lik*- a change. Go home, and put
on your wife's sunbonne t and one of her
6kirts, and I think you will have no trouble.”
•Maybe that is the matter, "said the
good man. and went home to try the experiment. Sure enough, w hen ho came
in suntonn* t and print -kirt. with the
pail on his arm, Daisy made no objection,
she was as quiet as she had In-en with
Aunt Patty ami gave a pailful of rich,
yellow milk.
Her new owner
This is a true story.
kept ht r f"r years and liked her very
much, but it would never do to forget the
sunbonnet —Mrs. Mary Johnson in Our
Litth.' One*.

Five minutes spent in the companionship of < ri.~t every morning—aye, two
if it is face to face and heart
miuiffto b' art—will change the whole da”,
will
every thought and feeling
different, will enable you to do things
for Hi- sake that you would not havo
done i".r your own sake or for any one's

sake.

or

of

out

bold, *o outrageous
defiant as to tx
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than the

Patty's Cow.

Exchange.
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$500
ing

and

overmastering

*o

the
Aunt

place* become*

ular

Jumped, but Jumped the

may.
The wheel went to smash, I am sorry to say,
And that was the end of the wheelman.
—F. II. Littlejohn in St. Nicholas.

Endeavor union of
arrangi 1 f r a new form
of wortc in its “brotherhood comm:-Tins
mmittee will work in c itec.
oectiun with tho V. M. C. A.
Repi
each society will attei
sentativi s
II.
A.
Sabbath
afternoon
serV
C
the
ices, l,< me acquainted with the converts and offer them a church home.—
i\e

than

more

nor

sixty days’ imprisonment for killand caribou illegally, and
submitting working bees* to a regimen o
fine or imprisonment for
; alternative
alcoholized honey. The effect is aston !
illegally killing d r.
ishing, and much the same as in man
Prohibiting of jack lights or any
kind
Not only do they lose the inborr ! method of
shooting deer, except by still
instinct
for
but
work,
hereditary
they I hunt ing w ith fire arms.
will steal.
The hierarchy instinct ii
| The killing of only one bull mooae, two
quickly lost also. They revolt again*! deer and one caribou, and close time on
their queen and commander*, and givi
moose, deer and caribou to begin 1 >eo. 15.
themselves over to idleness, brigandag*
That no cow moose be killed.
I
and pillage until they are cast out by theii
That the catching of trout ami salmon
fellows. Alcohol makes veritable anar
be prohibited in all streams flow ing into
; chists of them.
ponds and lakes w hu h have and are
stocked with trout and salmon.
Bishop Watterson does not believe th* being
That the close time on partridges be
saloon an evil in itaelf. but declared of il
until Sept. 15.
in his address at the Father Matthew cel
That the shipping of pickerel and bass
ebration: “If the liquor traffic in partic

The grasshopper hopped from his perch in dis-
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ment*
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Profrsstonnl Cnvtss.

3Wjrrtismimts.

the (iame Laws.
The committee on legislation of the
Maine game and fish association, met at
Augusta last week. The committee voted
to recommend to the legislature the following changes in the game laws:

Proposed (.‘flange* In
!

Hnnu \ Pa* kari*. Kj»I.a-ih-, “fur <»u«l and H um
I a-W v«>u to help the t«ni
and Native land.
l"mnce cau-e alurg
-•■c.«Mng clippings
original arti« les t*« :!;•■ ab«»v«> addres*

All bound ; aether Miugiy and
Oh. I am the chain; i- n wheelman!

Form i'f Endeavor Work.

w

<£. U. (folnmn.

Winthrot*. "Me

sidered.

—

<f.

.Fdited bv Mr**
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1. The hindrances to a Christian life.
The first nmorance mentioned by Christ
is the devil. The seed is sown. It falls
it
upon the heart, but no sooner has
fallen than satau comes along and carries it away, as the birds carry off the
seed that falls upon the beaten paths. It
is a solemn fact to ns that there is a
personal agent of evil in the world,
powerful, wise and tactful, whose sole
purpose i~ to win us from trod and the
truth, and we should have constantly
“on the whole armor of God that we
may withstand tin wiles of the devil."
The second hindrance is temptation. In
another instance the seed sown falls
upon the h’ art and is well received,
even with joy and gladness, but there is
no constancy of character, and when
temptation comes the lip of joy is lost.
The di-sire for evil within us is a gW’ at
hindrance to our Christian lives, and we
should pray to God for constancy of
character, for the power to overcome
temptation. The third hindrance is the
its cares, its riches and its
world
pleasure. These choke out the impressions made as the thorns choke out the

111.

CHILDREN’S COLUMN.

Hours.

Distressing Kldnev and Bladder diseases

n-

lieved in six hours Ly tiie New Hueat Soctii
This new remedy
Americas Kiiknev Cuke.”
Is a great surprise on account of Its exceeding
promptness in relieving pain In tiie bladder, kid
n»*ys, back and every part of the urinary passages in male or female. It relieve- retention of
water and pain in passing It almost Immediately.
II you want nuick relief and cure this is your
n im dy.
Solu by S. D. Wlggtn, druggist, Ells
worth Me.

CONTAINING SUITABLE PIECES
-FOR-

SCHOOL AND CHl'KCH
EXTEKTA1XM ENTS.
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additional County

other

see

Sullivan.

Josie mid (Spiro Bridgham are
from Pittsfield for the vacation.

pages.

American has subscribers at Wb
in Hancock county;
of the l/'*' post-offices
all the other papers in the county combined do not reach so many. The AMERin
,(.an is not the only paper printed
Hancock county, and ha* nerer claimed to
that ran propbe. but it is the only paper
all the
erly. be called a COUNTY paper;
rest are merely local papers. The circulation of The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed
The

in

Hancock county.

School began on Monday after a two
weeks’ vacation. Miss Alice Iaws, who
gave excellent satisfaction in the fall, has
taken the winter term.
The Sunday school teachers and schol-

praise and prayer.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Rea held a very enjoyable reception at their pleasant home
Saturday evening, Nov. 24, it being their
songs of

wedding anniversary. Nearly fifty guests
assembled to make merry with these
genial friends, bringing many gifts,
chiefly of silver, and the happy social
hours sped swiftly
by, enlivened by
games, music and chat, and refreshed by
delicious rake and icecream.
'ii

i.iisv.
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in town Inst tuck, circulat ing a municipal woman’s sutfrage petition, among the
with very encouraging
male citizens,
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Ellsworth recently.
M. Haslam, of Ellsworth, was in town

Saturday.
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Miss Vivian Kenniston, of Amherst, is
visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Direva
Williams.
A. K. Haslam, of Waltham,
Frost, of Mariaville, moved
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Plain First Names.
There is no reason w hy people should
stickle for their own titles, nor why a
common “Mr.” should add dignity to an

impressive

to

an

easily digested

pastry. The most
famous cooks in
the country say so,
and you will also
after a fair trial.
Make it now.
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WHITING BROTHERS.

ULSTERS, REEFERS,
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Stylish than Ever
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DWKBBKKS.

*

banks of Willow ('anon, and the houses
estimated to nutnber 2ti0.
It is difficult to reach the canon even
with pack animals, which accounts for
its having been so long undiscovered.
Narrow steps in the rock, now almost
worn away, seem to indicate Iu.a was the
method employed in ascent and descent.
Several of the houses were explored, and
sonic inlarge quantities of pottery ami
are

was

presence of those who have imbibed too
freely of the ardent and succeed in making themselves decidedly prominent. It
is also to be regretted that the special
constables cannot lie present at such
times and give the offenders n taste of the
If examples
law provided for sm h eases.
eould be made of one or two such cases,
such public exhibitions of drunkenness
would become unpopular.
La Mouche.
Dec. 1.

beautiful, dainty,

more

FI RE- HAR1N E—LIFE—ACCM”'NT.
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C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite

A

turkeys and family gatherings. A dance
in the hall in the evening was well attended in spite of the cold. It is to be regretted that occasions of this kind are so
often marred, as this one was, by the
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Lena Flyc c losed a very successful
term of school in the corner district, last
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Rob Roy.
Snow Drift.

this Season.

pallB

Fly- and family, of Green’s Landing, are \ Gil ing Mrs. Harriet 1 lye.
Mr-. iv.'lc \,!:-.!■ s and her daughter,
M iss I'iiHtt ie, are visiting K. S. Blake.
••

BREAD.

Grains of Gold.

Fall aiitl Winter Wear.

by ail grocers
you get the genuine.

Made

Nov. 27.

!':.

BEST

TIJATIMONKY CAN BUY.
MAKES BEST. WHITEST, SWEETE.sT,

/.Sijcrtrrmnits.
ilriMUm.

Ingrains.

Fancy and White. Art Squares, Hugs,
Mattings
Carpet Linings and Floor Oilcloths.

T. A. SLOCUM CO., NEW YORK.

cooks;

111 Wind .r> lb

COST,

Brussels, Tapestry, Fornbrook, Lowell^and

of

THE

IS

It stops the waste, enriches the i.
poverished bi'-ed, restores the nvr
tone, renews tiio appetite, does aswith “that sinking feeling," and cnal .■
the organs of tlio'bodyto properly perform their functions—which means ]>■ rfeet health. It is the kind Physicians
Prescribe. At all drug stores.
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Paper
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puzzle for
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every
has been how to
avoid sodden pastry. The problem
lias now been
solved by the

Be

COOK. EVERETT A PENNELL. Portland, Me.. Selling Agents.

Consisting

and the

and

“There Is nothing In It that can In any way prove detrimental to the most delicate constltution. The formula Is purely vegetable. For stomach, liver, kidney and bowel troubles,
It Is a gen
I know of nothing better. I am using Pitcher’s l.ivura In my dally practice. o-t
nhy«dmd
tie and efficient tonic and does much good to the tired, weakened and worn
For Ecsema, Pimples. U^ers. ten,
economy.” DruggUU tell LIVURA at $1 a bottle.
LIVuRA
OINTMENT.
use
Scalds.
Ac.,
Burns.
and affections of the Skin, Cuts, Bruises.
and
N.
J.
Newark,
price, 35 cents. Prepared by LIVURA MFG. CO., NashvilU Tenn..

.A.T

and results from
It should not 1
confounded with fatigue, which is transitory. In General Debility the weakness, unless arrested, will become perThe lost energy must be remanent.
nmhitinri stimulated, and the
system built up This can be accomplished by the use of
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OUR ENTIRE STOUK OF

absurd extent.

suffer alike from General Debility.
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For the Next
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LIVING UNNATURAL LIVES
brings about unnatural physical conditions. The 111- Wl
xQty
dian was seldom sick till he became civilized. Civilization puts people In offices and stores, keeps them
housed up—brings complex cookery. In the hurry to
fS\
go some place, or do some thing, the body i3 forgotten.
QQ
and
the
at
GuF
wrong.time,
People eat the wrong things
they eat too fast or too much. That isn’t natural, and
It’s more than the digestive organs can stand. They need help. Taking a simpie medicine furnishes the help.
Da. Robkrt Challomkb, the eminent specialist of Nashville, Tenn., says of I.ivurn: w®

THEY MUST GO.—

name.

Mr. William Thackeray is not half as
tine as plain William T.,nor is Mr. Grover
Cleveland tine at all.
It seems a tribute
to the solid fame of the person mentioned
to speak his name out bold and full without mincing “misters.”
Fancy the reviewers of old times writing about Mr. Nathaniel Hawthorne or
Mr. Washington Irving. Or the newspapers reporting the speeches of Mr.
Daniel Webster. Many papers and magazines of the present day overdo this

“mistering”

/>

»

of the entertainment last
evening exceeded the expectations of the
The Peak Sisters created
managers.
much merriment. Mrs. Mace, as “Sister
Sophia,” was irresistible, and her irrepressibleness greatly annoyed the stern,
elder “Sister Kesiah” (Mrs. Cates).
Miss
Bracey as “Sister Bertha” was an “ideal
Boston girl.”
The other parts w'ere
creditably tilled.
Preceding the farce
was a variety programme w hich was well
received.
Dec. 2.
Flossie.

which makes light,
crisp, wholesome

!)

in

was

NOW IS TflE TIME
LADIES’
TO BUY TOUR
FUR CAPES

Needs

Foster Ames and sifter v.sited their
bringing
nub. L. 1. .Sawyer, last w<<
v.
h t hem a little bo.v who is to live w it h
\1 r. and Mrs. Sawyer.
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b« 20th of

Young,
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Oliver Bakeman and wife are both ill.
Tiu-ir son's wife, Mrs. Hattie Bakeman,
arrived last week on a visit, and will cart
f..r them a while.

-air

'•

Kndeavor had
Between fifty

improving.

but

..

a:-1

dressmaking.

W. F. Blake has dosed her house,
for the winter, and took tin
steamer ‘‘Juliette” for Surry on Tuesday,
the 27th.
There is much sickness among the older
inhabitants. Mrs. Drusilla Gray is quite
ill. Mrs. Liny Norton is reported ill

rrlutivi**, who
tin* t rh ■!

I!'

came

Mrs.

III III- Ioiu*11in*-J

otlmr

1»1‘-i'll'

In-artf«-lt ->

Hosier.

presumably

white ribbon
our
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seventy-five people were present.
Walter Holland, of Steuben, has been
visiting his aunt, Mrs. W. F. Blake, lit
is nearly well of the injury to his hip.

wearing conpower and Influence «\< rted l>
of
stantly the emblem of «.ur order, the knot
weextc.nl

Very little is said about hunting here
We have not heard of a
this fall.
single deer killed yet. It is said they are
very scarce in our woods.

and

reads t*» e.heer the sick and ditressed. ssitli beautiful llower-, good reading,
f ten.hr c.-mpa--i<.u, ami tnat s\
and w ml
will be mindful, a- -in- always was, of the silent

That

Frost, wlu» lias been at Water-

The society of Christian
full meeting last week.

a

was ever

Resnlt-.d,

h

monia.

Resolved, That we will strive to emulate her
noble example, t«*r though a -Ult'eivi herself

she

Satur-

The two weeks’ old son of Mr. and Mrs.
John F. Bakeman died Saturday of pneu-

kingdom.

hr:

Business at the packing factories is
about finished for the season. The fish
held on late into the fall, and a large
summer’s business has been done.

>s

to do

tions of her « arn -t I hrl-tlan /.cal in our work,
“for God and Home and F'.-.-ry I.and," we yet
realize that ~! .■• ha- ta-en railed to a grander
in

on

home Saturday.
Miss Annie Blake has gone to Castine

Hivlin- Ruhr t" whom our
'inrade ever looked with prayerful
pro!*n»le*l
trusting hoc, 'hat while we deplore her loss
"ur
union, and mis.- tin- helpful ministra-

work

The store of Everett Wallace was entered by thieves Wednesday night of last
week. A watch and other goods to the
amount of |25 were taken.

c). W.
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Willie Arey is building a new house.
He sold his to James Allen and is building on the spot where E. F. Ray’s house
was burned.

Jo have been
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to

~<ren»>ded

present.
1 )ec. 1.

..f ..nr white-ribbon sister, Mr.-.
(.lllry.
H’/irrrd.i, The rank- of the Frances F..
of Southwest Harbor.
Willard \Y. ( T. I
li;iv«• oin
again l»«-en broken by th*- death angel
who has borne to th*- life Immortal our loyal
Kli/abeth Gilley,
white ribbon -i-ter, Mr-.
therefor*-,
Result ed, That we -ubniit wltu patient lalth

In

was

recently married

Carrie Jordan and Clara Brimmer,
visiting relatives in Boston, have r« t timed home.
Selmol closed in district No. 'J Thursday
n.gilt, after a successful term of twelve
week**, taught by Mrs. George A. Frost
of this town.
Wednesday night the
lea«*her and scholars gave an entertainment. at the close of w hich a pie sociable
The proceeds of the e nterwas enjoyed.
tainment were given the leather as a
token of regard from the scholars. The
parts were well rendered. The evening
be remembered by all
was one long to
M

»>•-1r,

ehui

Charles Brown, daughter and sister, of
New London, Conn., are visiting G. M.
Leighton, his father-in-law.

Nov. 22.

ville fora f-w weeks visiting relatives,
has ret urned home.

in

*1 by pro >t. eoiivincing
tests, i.mi thrilling incidents personally
The chemical
known *o the speak-r.
i I d-o.is and their ant idot* .•>,
ana I\
(.dearly and oinpreh-nsivoly stated, with
lecture, i'ii.
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Marlin and family have moved into
ih'-Deurge Parsons house now owned by
Lon/o liasiam.
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in-law, -Mrs. H. A. Brown, of Bar Harbor.
.J. F. Clark, of Kgyp;, bought of K. H.

all closed.

Hit- and Blanche F«*gg,
visit ing friends here.
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Maidie Frost is reported ijuite ill.
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tree in the

on

Mariovillt'.

the female population augurs hopefully
s
of this petition to th*'
for th* su.■.
Main. !. / .lattm .at tie tilth girl horn in
this vit
y •one** N v. 1, m id*- h* r apthe 1. m* of the Mctlnalist
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Sawyer Brothers are in the woods at
cutting a frame for a vessel
Beddington,
North Hancock.
of about 800 tons.
They will build
Charles Jordan has returned from his
another year if they get a contract to suit
hunting expedition.
them.
Richmond Dodge’s house is nearly
The Knights of Pythias dedicated their
ready for occupancy.
new hall Nov. 21, by having a grand ball,
Elmer Kingman and wife have recently
supper, etc. There was a large gathering
returned from a visit to Waltham.
and everything went off very pleasantly.
Richmond Dodge has gone to Water- The order here is quite large, and they
ville, where he w ill he employed for a have a fine hall.
while.
People here generally observed ThanksHenry Foren has gone to Providence, R. giving day by dinners or suppers with
I., where he w ill join a vessel bound for their friends at home. The ladies—that
t he Sout h.
is, the younger of them gave a ball at
It was
in the evening.
Misses Ijuira Hayward, of Pittsfield, the opera house
and Lizzie Wood of Ellsworth, are the well attended, and favorably reported.
Ano.
Dec. 3.
guests of Mrs. Agnes Milliken.
Hancock.
South
intends
Bar
of
Nathan Ash,
Harbor,
Rev. G. W. Avery spoke in tlie schooloccupying bis house (formerly the
house at Mt. Desert Ferry Sunday mornPhillips house) for the winter.
I^ast Sunday was the last of a series of ing.
Miss Marcia C. Young has returned
meetings, conducted by B. Wilmott, of
Bangor. Mr. Wilmott is a man of unusual from Clifton where she has been teachability and his sermons were greatly en- ing.
\Y. K. Coggins, who is teaching the
joyed by all who heard them. It is
hoped to obtain his services again some grammar school in Bar Harbor, spent
time in the near future.
Thanksgiving at home here.
Sr mac.
Dec. 3.
f. M. Watson returned to Brooklyn,
N. Y.. Now 21), accompanied by his sister-

Those who braved the cold blasts to
listen to the Union Thanksgiving services
at the Methodist church, were well repaid
by hearing an excellent sermon appropriate to the season by Rev. J. E. BowMr. Johnson also took part in the
man.

u.i"",

a

Christmas eve. All friends are invited to help make the evening pleasant
and profitable for the children.
hall

‘‘Boreas”
On Thanksgiving Day old
reigned supreme here, and the warmth
and cheer of homes was fully appreciated.

M.

to have

getting ready

ars arc

circulated a subscription paper to raise a
fund for the necessary material, w hich,
at last accounts, contained pledges to the
amount of fl50.

Huy

fall

William Godfrey and wife have gone to
Boston to visit their children, and will
spend the holidays with them.

friends.

I »r. A

the

winter with her daughter.

The schooner “U. W. Collins” arrived
Monday loaded with freight for Dunbar
Bros, and the Sullivan granite company.

A citizens’ meeting was h Id recently at
Tremont ball to consider ways and means
of renewing the sidewalks, which at
present nre in a dangerous state of dilapiAs a result C. M. Holden has
dation.

closed for

Most of our coasters arc now away
their Inst trip for the season.

Ralph Emery, of Boston, who has been
east on a hunting trip, passed through
town Saturday, on his way home.

„iourrusrmnu&.

Great Pond.

MUhrhlgc.
The schools
Inst week.

Mary Evans spent Sunday with friends
in Franklin where she has been teaching
for the past year.
Mrs. Stimson’s mother, Mrs. Eaton,
week ago and will spend the
came a
Josie Crann, of East Sullivan, is visiting her cousin, Olive Urann, and will attend school here this winter.

*4oi»thweat Harbor.
The hearty congratulations of friends
have recently been given to Samuel King
ami Susie Haynes, who have entered into
partnership for life. A great demonstration in their honor was made by young

I

home

dwellers extant has just been discovered
in the Bradshaw mountains of Arizona.
inacThe
village is in one of the most
«.
Columbus.
So.
Clerk
I%
W P. IIAIiKI*ON A CO..
cessible canons of the range, and never struments
evidently used fur cultivating
before was seen by white men.
the soil, were discovered.
j
The canon was stumbled on by accident
'd, not
The skeleton of a man
not attempt 1 ov. r four feet eight inches ; o-.u. A small
t>y two prospectors, who did
b-•
n
cultievidentlv
had
i a thorough exploration, owing to the tract of land
r eviSo far as known, t
settlement. vated.
ancient
of
the
size
uncovered
great
dence of cultivation was ever
From their description there is no doubt ; of this departed race. A \ --my is now
ever
kind
made
to
order.
or
the
on
hand
of
records
being organized to thor>»i.- o«y explore
lahor--aving
l this is the large*! village
il \l I I N. Publisher,
the newly-found village.
discovered' It is located along the high
165 Broadway, N. V. City.

!

STOCKINGS.
AMOS P. TAPLEY S
Have

a

CO., Boston, Mass.

large stuck for sale to X. E. dealers.

Burge \ Mage Keren1ly Discovered
in Arizona.
The most wonderful village of cliff

A LOLA I

or
Town?*’
Ellsworth, Dec. 3.115*4.
To the Editor of the American:
Much interest has been aroused and
discussion evoked by the movement of
Judge Emery and others to obtain from

“City

POLITIC AL J<iXTBS \L

%XD

I’TBLI^HED

THURSDAY MoRNING

KVKR*
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hi.i..-'Worth, Maine,
BY THE

II

\\1

CO.
< >»l MY PUBLISHING
-u.lim*. Editor and Manager.

h
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DECEMBER

THURSDAY,

to

Itj or Town?”
Th<» argument of Judge L. A. Emery,
in last week’s American, in favor of
Ellsworth's returning to a town form
“(

of g"-. •■rnment hashrought out another
article against such a move, written
by t' irlts H. Drummer; it may be
found in another column on this page.
The question, of course, is as to the
relative merits of the two forms of

government for this particular place—
Ellsworth. Both forms have been
tried. Since 1S89 Ellsworth has been
a

Some of its ablest

city.

have

men

served in the various municipal offices.
During its quarter of a century of corporate life as a city, no scandal has
affected its fair name or its credit.
Of late rears, however, there has
been a singular lack of public interest
in public affairs; matters have been
permitted to drift, and in the meantime while valuations have been intaxes also have been increased
untii the burden has become so heavy
that the tax-payers are at last ask-

creased.

full value for

getting

ing: "Are we
our m .• 11f* v ?"

they
Assuming
change in the form
Chang*- t: -ituation"?
that

will

not.

are

a

of government
For our part,

we do not think it would,
from the mere matter of

and apart

sentiment,

which Mr. Drummed refers, we are

to

clear trial

not

Judge Emery’s

reasons

sound as they are per sc.
will help the situation here in Ellsfor

fiiang

a

worth.
But the merits of tl,*-

c..-e

aside,

the

i: itath n of the matter has excited
more ge!U,ral interest in public affairs
than ha.- been manifested for a long
pri

interest is

genuine

tinii. and if more

de\ lop-d b> reason of the discussion;
if strong men shall be induced to take
a more active part in municipal mat-

partisan pol-

ters: if the influence of

itic.-

be eliminated,

can

or

even

re-

duced. and if every measure be scrutinized. s.dely with a view to the welfare of tb,

city,

the

will not

been without usefulness.

ha\-

barely

It

Emery

intended his bombshell to have

of gown;
ening the

changing

t so much

;

sense

already

we

of

as

:. <

'!•

v.

form

the
of

appreciation

quickof the

have.

land

really

wishes to see

the warring factions of his party in
Congress get together amicably, his
wishes are not made apparent by a
hurried reading of his message. On
the contrary, the impression left upon
one’s mind is that he merely offers
them a choice between accepting his
views and being kicked out of the
party, and that he doesn't care very
much which they choose.
Already there are mutterings of the

coming democratic storm, and it will
become

ire

m

difficult to

keep

it from

bursting after Secretary Carlisle's financial

scheme,

which is

fully

en-

Cleveland, has been
Congress and has been
fully taken in by the democrats, a majority of whom hold opposite views.
Mr.

by

dorsed

submit:ed

to

The scheme in all its details is a part
of Secretary Carlisle's annual report.
The honor of

receiving

„rlorl

member

ing

11\

<

the greatest

or,,

Inrli, Irlnol

f rlie House upon the openbelongs to Hon. Thomas

lb «-<l, whose big face beamed
sunny smile which was con-

Bracket
with

desire.
Local pride has bc*en touched to the
quick, and this in connection with many
weighty reasons that might be advanced
for the continuance of the city form of
government w ill, in my opinion, determine the issue against the change. Howthat the

proposed

petition and Judge Emery’s able article in
connection therewith are both to be
welcomed by the taxpayer* of Ellsworth
ever* it

to

seems

me

tending to stimulate not only public
sentiment, but. as Rev. Mr. Yale has recently so well described, public sentiment
in action, in favor of a more careful and
economical administration of municipal
as

the putting of things. Part of the report
reads as follows:
“It was decided that a« the association
was so large, covering the entire county,
it would be advantageous to divide the
association into two districts, and this
will be done.’'
This would seem to indicate very clearly
were soon to be
that two associations
made out of the one. Such is not the
conference had
case, since the pastors’
not any authority whatever to decide

question.

Edward A. Mason.
Pastor Ellsworth Baptist church.

of government, or that such citizens cannot be induced to take the responsibility.
As to the first admission, it needs only to
be stated to be rejected: if there is any
force in the second the evil lies in the
general apathy and indifference of our

AS OTHERS SEE I S.

Thomas,

one

of

a

his home

■itafo

Pnllnu im»

us«Tv.cr.f

paralytic stroke,

suffered

a

or
owning
upon taxpayers residing
property within a radius of one mile
Would it he right
from the post-office.
to havt the wishes of these taxpayers defeated by the large number of voters outside thi** radius, with small taxable interest- but exceedingly zealous in asserting
their rights? Yet such with us might,
and probably would, be the result of the
town system and the
“good old town

extravagance!?)

of maintaining water works, electric
lights, public libraries and high schools
would be a never-failing source of inspiration for attacks by orators from the
rural districts.
There are many outlying districts in
the town of Eden, but Bar Harbor is the
centre, furnishes nearly all of the inhabitants with opportunities fur obtaining a livelihood, and is therefore permitted to dictate the policy of the whole
town, which, so far as I know, is satisfaetorv. Peculiar conditions exist there,
however, and Eden's prosperity under
no sound
the town system furnishes
Ellsworth.
reason for the same system in
I am told that the change from town to
city was advocated not because of inadequate accommodations for town meetings
but because the last town meeting held
in Ellsworth was an unmanageable mob,
disgusting to the better class of citizens
w ho determined to prevent such disgraceful proceeding- thereafter by procuring

l>een

invalid.

an

<

iii-i

who

fairly

audience.

b

ity

charter,

calculated

to

give

greater

of Brewer, where she

sympathy

was

I

That fire la>t week
near

f not

<

only

Mr*

Lydia

R.

P.

educated,
assistant in

rPHE

pellcd
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directs; lit
therefore requests a
per-onw h<> art
indebted lo said deceased's .-late,
to
make immediate
payment. and th*-e
who have any demand- thereon to exhibit the
same for settlement.
Lio n R. t iMtK.
< fctober 10. a. l>. 1404.
I
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I

1
apf*ointed, ami ha- taken upon him.-* If, the
«.f

an
administrator with
the will
f the estate of Sarah I <
f Ham
Orland. in the county
k. dt »•» ase*i,
by giving hond a-the law directs: he therefore requests all ja rwho are indebted
to the said deceased’* e-tate t" make
immediate payment, ami thn-e who h.iv* any
demands thereon to exhibit th. -am. for-*:ti« liiel.t.
S. L. H ai.i
trust
ex

VS
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I,.',
11

-on,

May
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h* reby give- public notice t
all concerned,
that he has been *luiy appointed, and has
t »ken upon him-t-if the tru-i of an ext cutor
of h* la-t w
a 11 i
te -t a me nt of A man da W.
Ha
the
of
Ham ot k.
and
Matt
of
Maine, deceased,
b. mg
I oud
to
the
termrequired by
'd -aid will, *md that
hi has appointed
Ki< hmoud l. \N
*'f
said Hancock,
-ter,
bis agent and attorney in said Mate of
Maine; he th»-r« fore requests all persons who
are
indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, ami those who
have any demands thereon to exhibit the same
for settlement.
Fk.ancis M. Watson,
November 14. a. d. 1*94.
Executor.
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F.
Palmer, of Lamoini

Hancock county, State of Maine, by

his deed of mortgage, dated the thirtv-first

day of December, a. d. 1h*3, and recorded in
the Registry <f Deeds for Hancock countv,
Maine, in book 192. page 263. conveyed to Julia
E. Drink water, then of
Ellsworth, in said
ounty of Hancock, State of Maine, but now
f Andover. State of Massachusetts, a certain
lot or parcel of land situated in Eden, Hancock county, State of Maine, with the buildings thereon, and bounded and described as
follows:
Reginning on the northwesterly
line of the town road leading from Salisbury’s Cove to what i- known as the Emery
district, between the house known as (’apt.

noiiv

n:,

in

John Rich's and Deo. E. Rich's at the east
side of the gate; them
north northwest eight
rods;
thence west
four rods;
southwest
thence
northwesterly forty rods; thence
southwesterly and parallel with said town
road fifty rod-; thence southeasterly fortv• lght rod* to
-aid town road: thence northeasterly by -aid tow n road fifty roils to the
place of beginning, containing fifteen acres,
more or 1*--.
and whereas the conditions of
-aid mortgage have be. n and are now broken,
now therefore, I claim a foreclosure of said
m orf gag.
for breach of the condit ions thereof and give tin- notice for that purpose.
Dated this third dav of December, a. d. 1*94.
Jl'lia E. Dhjnkwatlk.
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the roll of honor for the
la-t half of the term just closed:
Seniors iithel M. Giles, Florence Greenan, Persia Hagerthy, Rubie B. McGown,
Florence Swett.
Juniors Maud A. Scott, Harry Crabtree. Georgie Frazier, Carrie B. Means,
Harry J. Silvy, C. E. Bellatty, Fred W.
Goggins, Frances Hurley, Harry S. Jones,
Joseph Woodward, Mary Ellen Scott,
Frances Tribou.
Sophomores Sibbie Fields, Alice M.
I .a ffi n. Frank Lowell, Hattie
Mason.
Nellie Mullan, Rena B. Roberts, Beulah I.
Salsbury, Bertine Stevens.
Freshmen Alice M. Bonsey. Hattie
Bowden, Lizzie Carroll, Frances Cook,
Winnie Davis, Nellie Day, Josie Dunham.
Bertha L. Giles, Henry If. Higgins, Mae
L. Hooper, Ethel Jelliaon. Ethel M
!
Knowlton, Grace I. Lord, Edward Small.
1 Ray N. Whiting and Jamc.i Whitmore.
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Frank Lowell, ’i*7. who was absent on
account of illness the latter part of J::-t
term, has returned to school.
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For 1 shall sell these

goods 50

7 h 11 a

•.

1

especially.
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Following

I

MY LOSS
YOUR CAIN,

>prague. du i nt Djw* II, Mass.. Sunday.
Nov. J3.
The dfi-fl'ed was anativ of R.!u-h:!L
having been born there March **, 1S1L
Her maiden name was Lydia R. Wood.
She leave.- two sons and two daughter-.
The funeral was held N
J8. and conducted by Rev. (ieorge Bachelor of the
Lnitar.an church. Singing by t he * hurc h
choir, under the leadership of Hon.
(ieorge T. Richardson, added impressiv*
ness to the sen ce.
The r* mains v-re born- to the grave at
the Lowell cemetery by the sons and
grandsons of the deceased.

ur

respectfully-

ni

FREDERICK A. COOMBS.
of

undersigned

J[ your Honorable Body and a-k f 4n i°r
of said Legislature authorizing th,
|0
tablish and maintain a ferry for tin
-paceof
ten years, between the towns of
.U ln Yj
ilanuK k, in the county of Nance, k. Ma
n.
across Taunton
Bay or Sullivan ki,..r L:'
called, from the terminus of the road
existing on the Sullivan Shore t.. the o,.
minus of the road as
now
existing on
the Hancock Shore; with the right
keen
and maintain
suitable boats to t„.
by oars, sails, horse power
ctb'e
for the safe conveyance and
transportation
of
passengers, teams, carriages ami fr-igh*
and to establish suitable and propc-r r.ci.,-#
therefor.
toll
Dated at Hancock, this 19th dav f y vem.
Krnkst V. \hhott
ber, a d. lWH.
Curtis K. m-.on,

presented

came

being serious.

—books

the members of his

Sprague, wife

|

the Honorable, the Senate nnd
Houtt
Representatives next in Legislature
sembled within and for the State,,*

uamageu me stock Datuy—
spoiled its commercial value,
and yet retain- it- value in use

church, hut of t he ent ire community.
The funeral will take place this .Thursday afternoon.
I.YDIA

NO'I |<

To

it

was

an

\ L

...

<

radically

I.K4.ISI.A1 I

FIRE !

own

u

>

.tv

\VY*D*
,0*

*.

Notice is hereby given that a
n f
legislation will be presented to the n* xt r,0r
islature of the State of Maine, a cony ..<
as
follows:
is
petition

Mias, she clung to Caatoria,
Children, she gave them Castoria.

*Buher's

Young r middle aged men, suffering from
premature decline «.f power, huw. vt r induced,
cured. Illu-trated book
speedily ai.d
sent .-ecurely
sealed for 10 cent- In stamps.
World
Di-pen-arv Medical A-- .elation, JJuf
lalo, X. Y.

f

Sprcial JTotiffs.

A

_

‘flicienev in the administration of our
city
iffalrs This petition will he circulated through
>ut the city, and let all those w ho are opposed
o the proposed change from eitv to town,
sign

;

ng

Adapted

fishing, or yacht.
Will In
1U.SJ. Thompson, Portland, Me

ALMOST

J

j

%!MROA1 M feet
fully furnished and
I

Si
kits,

Child, she cried for c'astoHa.

Kc/ney-Acfie

they are serving themselves as well j journed.
The matter of a parsonage was put into
others, and the approval of their fellow-citizens ought to be ample reward. the hands of a committee w ith instructo report at the adjourned meeting.
Nobody questions the honesty and good tions
intentions of those who have conducted
Tl»e Heavy I ml of a Match.
municipal affairs in the past. It is non“Mary,”-aid Farmer Flint at the brc.ikfa-t
feasance and not malfeasance of which table a- he asked f-»r a second cup of coffee,
I’ve made a di-covery."
we complain.
Ours is not the only city !
“Well, Cyru*. "U nre ab->i;r tie- la-t our I’d
in which reform is demanded.
Prof. expect of such a thing, but u nut is it r"
| have found out that the heavy end of a
Bryce says that municipal government is I match is it- light end,” responded
<
rus with a
the one conspicuous failure of the Amer- grin that vv ubl have adorned a -kull.
lo.iked
Cut
with
an air of
di-gu-ted,
Mary
ican system.
triumph quickly retorted, “I've got u discovery
V
reform
(
It
is
the
It
was
made
I>r
watchword
in
too,
Pierce,
by
Municipal
yrus.
and i-Vailed a *<olden Medical Discovery.’ It
nearly every city in our country. Ix*t us drives away blotche-anfi p.mple-,
purifies the
have it in Ellsworth, and let us have it
blond, tones up the system and makes one fee!
brand new. Why, it cured < Mu-In lien who had
under a city form of government.*
<
on*umpti<»n and \va- alnm-t reduced to a
C. H. Drummey.
skeleton. He fore his wife began to u-e it she
was a pair, sickly thing, but look at her
she's
rosy cheeked and healthy, and weighs l*i;.
•With this end in view a petition has been
pounds. That. < yru-, i- a discovery that'-1
•ullished asking for certain amendments to «>ur worth mentioning.”

JFot ifalt.

pare her Caatoria.

..

as

»

KICK.

3fibrrti6nnnits.

C:iy. Newport. W iscass-t and Thonm-ton.
Kllsworth in May of this year.
Since coming to this city Mr** Wharff
had made many fri-nd*. esj*rjally in the
Methodist church, of which she was an
active memtwr.
Two sons survive h-r. Ralph ag» ! ight
and F.dward aged fifteen.
The bereaved husband has the heartfelt

shook his ele-

that

sick,

was

was a

When she had

coming to

pleasant, gentlemanly young man of
many gifts and a decided talent in his
profession.

ter.

When she became

_

I recall a meeting of citizens held in
Hancock hall, several years ago, to con*ider the proposed introduct ion of water
works into this city.
Although the presiding officer was an aged and eminently
respected citizen, one chosen many times
as mayor, lie was hooted down, pande-

Col. 11 igginsoiFs Lecture.
On Tuesday evening Col. Thomas Went- i
worth iligginson, of Cambridge, the
historian and literateur.
well-known
lectured at Hancock hall under the auspices of t he entertainment committee of
the Congregational church, on “People I
Have Met.”
The speaker was introduced by i)r. G.
A. Phillips. He held the closest attention
of liis audience for nearly an hour and a
half. His descriptions of his first meet-1
ings with Everett, Webster, Choate and t
Phillips, orators; with Lowell, Holmes.
Hawthorne, Longfellow, Whittier and
Margaret Fuller; with Froude, Tennyson
and Carlisle were most ( harming.
Besides his personal recollections. Col.
Iligginson described graphically the styles
of oratory common before the war and
since, and accounted for the change.
The only thing to be regretted about
was the smallness of the
the occasion

Baby

When she

H. W. WHARFF.

I.

monium reigned, and the meeting was
< ongregatioii.il Parish Meeting.
dominated by men honest, doubtless, in
Miss Carrie Abram, \M. who was absent
he
was jocularly
-ides
when
A parish meeting was field last Monday
phantine
their convictions, but so thoroughly dea large portion of last term on account of
asked ii he was ready to take tfie termined to prevent action that their evening at the vestry of the Congregaillness, has resumed her studies.
speaker’s chair. He was constantly s.-nse of fairness and decency gave way to | tional church. Judge Krnery presided;
Miss Carrie Cunningham. 'iG. arrived
O. \V. Tapk-y rm
led.
Clerk
if
this
a"Mr
recklessness
and
abuse,
be
the!
both
addressed
Speaker.” by
from her home in Bar Harb r,
of
solicitor
sin
wed
that
the
Monday
The
report
kind of
sentiment developed by the
and dim-• ati* members.
repubi:
the guarantee fund had not ali been sub- evening, to resume her studies here.
••good old town meeting" let us have no !
Mi'** Franc. e- Trib<»u, of t im junior class,
scribed.
An animated discussion folmore of it.
The H iIh'irrll .\> >■'-.< is tname of
who has been in New York for several
lowed the report ns to way-, and means.
1 believe that the municipal affairs of
;-.n eight-<
lumn folio published and,
The linancial affairs of the parish have i months, has returned and resumed her
Ellsworth can be more fairly, expediedited > W. P. Watson at Ifallowell.
st tidies.
been so generally d:-< >.--♦•(} about town
and
administered
economically
tiously
1
n her of the r.*-w paper apTifi: :
1L L. Ma.-un, ’yl, who has teen at
under the city form of government, pro- during the past few weeks that it may be
peared Nov. 10. Ii i-. filled with bright vided that our ■ itizens will arouse them- well to state that tin guarantee fund of Chaunc.y Hall *hoo| at R -ton this fall,
«»f being
new- i!--nis and crisp, sparkling edihas been sp* tiding his vacation with hi**
selves. consult for the common good, be fl.SOO now larks ks- than f’JOb
He returned to Boston
torial paragraphs.
The AVir* i.s re- careful i;: the selection of their represen- complete, and a commute': of six three parents here.
are assist ing t In
women and three men
Sat nrday.
pubiii .tn in politics, “hut not offen- tatives. and strict in demanding an ac- solicitor.
W<- welcome Editor Watson count of their stewardship. To accom- 1
sive.”
During tie -hort vacation preparation**
There is every reason to believe that the were made
will require some sacrifice on
about the school building for
and lbs ••sheet” as valuable acquisi- plish this
be subscribed
the part of those who are selectea to con- small amount remaining to
the coming winter. The double w indow s
tions to the newspaper fraternity of,
duct municipal affairs, but the conscious- will be raised by Saturday night, to which i have been put in the north and east sides
Maine.
the knowledge i date, at 7.3b. the meeting finally ad- of the building.
ness of work well dune,

tagion-.

When

we

of the Lewiston .Sun, of Lewiston, was
briefly reported in The Amekican last
week.
The Lewiston Journal publishes
*
I
the following account of the wedding:
The marriage of Miss Belle Z. Furbish,
FHF.N YOl’NG.
of Lewiston, to James A. Cook, night
.,
4
Fben Young, one of the oldest residents 4
editor of the Lewiston Daily Sun, oc•;
he wec.'-_
1
“tv
of Hancock county, and one of tiie 5
curred at the residence of the bride's
...
them w
\y.
4
parents at £77 Main street, Lewiston, at ! pioneers of the town of Fden, died last
a bocA-cche s that me Am,
10 o’clock Wednesday
morning. Kev. Monday. Dec. 3. at the advanced age of 4
4
■.. rh
(ieorge M. Howe of the Pine street Con- ninety-six
4
4
years.
'-'
gregational church performed the cer- j
fih
Jt
rxe.Lt/
4
Mr. Young has not been in active busi5
emony.
&
,.’'rv" ffiOiv
Miss Sadie BlHisdell of this city was the ness for some ten years, having been parbridesmaid and Charles M. Penney of the
tially blind. In his day he was one of the
Pills <■.?>#
Boston Herald was the best man.
ee> o f the
The bride wore a pale turquoise and active men of the county, widely known
4
blue Frenc h c repe, trimmed w ith cream and highly respected.
And Urifi vy
4
4
lace. She wore bridal roses.
The bridesPlU C 9,BA %0i>, "r
4 B
jg
4
maid was also charmingly dressed. The
IIl<»II SCHOOL NOTKS.
bride and groom were splendidly remembered by gift- from their many friends,
The winter term opened Friday morn
including a handsem* banquet lamp from
ft
..I
--1the groom's employers.
Mr. Hiid Mrs.
5irg.il Xotirrs.
Cook left Wednesday noon fur New
The
sheet
of
the
school’w
..'
:.••*. me
ill
1MI
K
ii. r* •■> gr.
report
;
Hampshire, and will be at home in two
1
m-.-rm-d, t hat hr lu« been duly
vm'cks on Alain si reel mis < uy.
probably b* issued the first of next week.
pOI
Mr. Cook is a graduate of Dartmouth
trust
<>f
an
adm: n i-t rator with the «i..
There i* talk among those Jw ho to< k
annexed nf the e-:ate of Lewis Fre-man.
eollegeand a native of Maine, and has
part in the murk trial recently of having la:*- .*f Iren
th.!
been with the Lewiston Sun wince the
;.i
Hancoek. dec -a-ed. by giving bond a- th* law
He is a a public mock trial.
establishment of the paper.

charter.

\

as'no*

the high school.
She was married < >< •. }”>,
to Mr.
\Vharff. who then was stationed at Lincoln.
They hav- *dnce lived at Forest

ook-Kurbi-h.

Mai

Y'
,*P"l,rV*«

V.-MAI.L

sermon.

and for several years

marriage of James A. Cook,
formerly of this city, now night editor

(

vvcri
Kahi am. 1

furiush. it ti n.-ment for th,
N.> children
K. f. r, ru
Address "Kugene," Ami.

changed

the grave in

tive

The

in

tZl.intrt.

and has since

Monday. Dee. 4. after an illness of a
few days duration.
Mrs. \\ harff, horn Chambers, was a na-

Perhaps Ellsworth can swap its city
Hum ford Falls or Hasting-.
Lewiston Journal.
There appears to he some people in the
city <>f Ellsworth who want to see how it
w <>uldbe to live in a town, and they don't
propose to move out tit her.—Kennebec
Journal.
The Lewiston Journal suggest- that
Elisworth may he able *<» swap its city
charter with Humford Fall- or Hastings.
Ye-, or w it h Moulton, Caribou, Presque
I-le, Fort Fairfield or even Norcross.
Hangar Commercial.
It is doubtful if a majority of Ellscan
worth's citizens
overcome
their
natural pride in
being citizens of and
hailing from the city of Ell-worth, and
not the town of
Ellsworth.- Letrt.oon
Journal.
Is Ellsworth moving in the wrong
is
said that
a
direction?
It
petition
signed by .Judge L. A. Emery and other
citizens < f Ellsworth will be presented to
the next legislature asking for legislation
enabling tin* inhabitants <>{ Ellsworth, if they so desire, to change their
form of munn :j*al gov* mm* nt fnun that
of a city !>■ that of a tow n.
Portland Express.
A gentleman from a neighboring town
writes that he has a large quantity of
tallow on hand, and think.- the Ellsworth
merchant may find a ready market for it,
••a- I set* you are going baek to the days
of tallow candles."

J

_

life.

charter with

CV»TT\«IK
IIouipI.

H

Annie Blanchard Wharff. wife of Rev.
I. H. W Wharff of this city, pastor of the
Methodist Ep:s< opal church, departed this

ments:

K
fly l*. I- II.
Klliw.irth.
..n

—

MRS.

fh,,

Co tn.

had the ballot, you
for the hand

votes

on

ago.

town

your

Pine street Monday, in
State of Ohio. tiTt of Toledo./
the seventy-ninth year of his age.
I.it a* ;'orsi v,
The deceased was born at
Salisbury
Frank .T. Chf.nET makes «-ath that lie l- the
the Arm of F .1 < henf.i A
partner
Cove, his father being Comfort Thomas. j <senior
o
doing business in tie- City of Toledo, roun
When a young man he came to Ellsworth, tv and Mate afore*ald, and that -aid firm will
imi.l.Alh
lAter
pax the sum of (INK IHM>KFl»
and went to work as a blacksmith.
for each and every case of ( atarrii tliat can
he was connected with the foundry then
not 1m* cured lix the u-«’ <>f HaI.i.’s < atarrii
Fit \ NK C CHENEY.
rk.
located on the west side of the river, the
'•worn to before me and subscrit»ed In my
Arm name at different times being George presence, this fith dav of IiecernUr, a *1 IWh.
k
A. W. til,EASON,
W.
Godding A Co., and Godding A | seal
.Yolory I'ublic.
Stan dish.
Ilall'o Currh Cure 1- mken lnt»rn*lly #n.1
When the Ellsworth gas company was
act* directly on the blood and murou* surface*
formed some twenty-five years ago. Mr.
Send for testimonial*, free
•f the sr*t«’m.
T
( IIKN F.Y
F
A CO, Toledo, o
Thomas became superintendent of the
a#*Sold hr druggists. 75c.
works, remaining in that position until
the gas company was absorbed by the
THE most remarkable cures of scrofula -*n
bv Hood’s
electric light company. For a short time recorxl have l>een accomplished
Sarsaparilla. This medicine Is unequalled for
he was employed at the electric light
diseases of the blood. Take only Hood’s.
station, and later at the steam laundry.
HOOD’S PILLS are hand made, and perfect
About two years ago Mr. Thomas In pr«i|K>rtion and appearance. 25c.
at

The Masonic services
Woodbine cemetery were
I led by Past Master John B. Redman.
The deceased leaves no children. His
wife, a daughter of the late Joseph
to
Morrison of Ellsworth, died three years

form of government, has been
variously commented on throughout the

to

women

cast

candidates

-omest

one

funeral

Judge Emery, giving some reasons why.
in his judgment, it might l»e advantageous fur Ellsworth to change from a city

Without having the exact figures Ht
hand, I venture the assertion that nearly
three-fourths of the total tax levied in
our city f<>r the current year is assessed

the

P.

simply

Site—-"Well, If we did.
there would not !>e any more pug nosed, bull
necked toughs In high place*."—.Vetr York

THOMAS.

P.

the oldest
of the
residents, and at one time
leading business men of Ellsworth, died

Spofford

at

Comments
on
the
Proposition
Return to a Town Oovernment.
The letter in last week’s American by

citizens
in
local
municipal affairs,
and not in the form of our municipal
government; in other words the public
exists in every comsentiment which
munity in favor of good government has
not with us been aroused into action.
Neither do I admit that existing evils
can be remedied more expeditiously under
a tow n than under a city form of government.
Town meetings are often unwieldly and ungovernable bodies; particularly so when sectional interests clash.
The conditions existing in Farmington,
Brunswick and Skowhegan are entirely
different from those in Ellsworth. They
are compact communities, and each inhabitant derives direct benefit from all public
improvements; our population is
scattered over a large area, and an improvement necessary or beneficial to citizens residing or owning property within
a radius of one-half mile from post-office
square might not be of th** slightest benefit to citizens outside this radii:-.

wherein

SPOFFORD

more occasional meetings, to
The deceased was a member of I.ygonia
help single churches, might be held, it lodge. F. and A. M.. a Past Master, and
was decided to plan for two sets of meetPast District Deputy Grand Master.
ings, dividing the association, simply
Funeral services conducted by
the
a
view to convenience in carrying
with
Masons, took place at the late home of
on these meetings, into two general secthe deceased
Tuesday afternoon at 2
tions.
Yours very truly,
o'clock.
Rev. D. L. Vale preached the

ability and judgment properly to manage
its affairs successfully under a city form

city

of the adjourned meeting.
Your reporter interviewed me while I
was
busily engaged in moving, and
probably I am altogether responsible for

But that

Personally, I am opposed to the change;
it seems a step backward. It is an admission either that Ellsworth has not
within its borders citizens of sufficient

a

would

the account

a

He—"Even If you

OBITtARY.

A Correction.
Ellsworth, Nov. 30, 1894.
To the Editor of The American:
In your issue of October 15 was a report
of the semi-annual conference of the pastors of Hancock association of Baptist
churches.
Although somewhat late in
making the correction, 1 desire to call attention to a very misleading statement in

such

affairs.

meeting,"

\gain.

.iiigres- in ■session

<

If V

Judge

that

possible

the effect, not of

one

agitation

legislat ure of Maine permission
change our local form of government
from city to town, if the citizens shall so

the next

1894.

6,

fourspon'ftmft.

(Tortfspcnbrnff.

vlIk Ellsworth American.

NO! 1(1.

been appointed
rpil 1 under-lgned, having ..f
t'Probate, b
J. tin- Honorable Judge

county of Hancock, on the second \\ elm -day
of November, a d. 1- d, commissioner- to re-

ceive and examine the claim* of creditor*
again-t the estate of Louisa H Hartshorn, late
of Klisworth, in -aid county, ih •ca.-ed, represented Insolvent, hereby give notice that -lx
months from the date of -aid appointment are
allowed to said creditor- in which to present
and prove tludr claims, and that *ald ••••inini*-loners will be in -es-ioti at the toll..wing
place* and times for the purpose of receiving
Peter*,
A
at the olh< e of -l
the *ame, vi/..
at
jr., at KUsworth, Saturday, January •>, 1
:i
and at the -an..- p*• on Saturday,
a
m
at
a. m.
A nril -T, 1
Dated till* tlr*t day of P< -nd-.-r, 1*'.‘4.
bills \ Pfcikk-, Ju
1.0 I II WlMAS,
■

.....

I11"1'1"""*1

Subscribe for The American

tltiUcrttscmcnts.

CITY

WE GIVE
YOU NOTHING

FOR YOUR MONEY
your money’s worth.
Are you not satisfied to be
of that?
We do not
sure

except

advertise the fact

ing goods

at

the dollar,

as

sonable

Little Hiislncsa of Importance He fore
the Meeting.
The regular monthly meeting of the
board of aldermen was held Monday
evening. All present except Alderman
Maddocks.
Aside from the approval of the roll of
accounts, there was little business of importance before the meeting.
Roll of accounts No. 10 was read and
approved ns follows:
ROLL OK ACCOUNTS NO.
FUND.

cents on

Police,

make

a rea-

every article
Now and then we

profit

sell.

we

sixty
we

sell-

we arc

on

ities

"

l’lqua

School,

our

fit.

We

"

They

are

ly

"

stylish.

Dept.
Contingent,
Fire

"

r.

i/tt,

Kind
Watch.

W A'TCI IKS
in

cheap

the

so I.n

next

30
All of them warranted.

A fine

of Diamond,

assortment

other Rings

Opal and
prices.

days.

at

low

48.46

3.00
3.25
.'.."i

in,

37.»»
2-0n
•"">

ill' ll L ill

11

g

v

jir»jn.i

II

nil

mg

iu*

H

Propose:

to

Seel.

NO.

STKI.KT

VIN

M

_

—

YOUR

—

h-usb/ynp’s
6Q/YT

|{
[
|

spring.

Do you not
Is it shabby ?
think he would make a better
appearance in new, stylish,
Tell
well-fitting garments?
him to drop in on us and see
for how little he can make
matters as they should be.

People

haven’t

given

The

5
i

j
;

j

5

5

the title of

us

Leading
for

Clothiers

nothing.

CLOTHING FACTORY
CAMI'MELLJOY & ro..
opp. Whiting Bros.’

of

time. Granted.
Aid. Means reported in relation to the
petition of S. 1). Wiggin for the removal
of the electric light pole at the corner of
had
Main and Water streets, that he
seen
Manager MaeMullan, who said it
w ould greatly inconvenience the company
The matter was reto move the pole.
ferred back to the committee on streets.
Aid. Kldridge submitted a request from
Supt. Junes, of the poor farm, for 1,000
ft t of boards for necessary repairs at the
The matter was referred to the
farm.

Saturday,

on

I

I)ec. S.

is
ol
.sale
unpaid
returned to the treasurer by the
collector at the expiration of a certain
time, sold by the treasurer and bought in
non-re."mem

in

ta\«-s,

city.
Engineer Carr, of the tire department, called the attention of the
board to necessary repairs and desired
changes at the tire house, to afford better
facilities for drying hose. Also in relation to pulling tlie hose and hook and
by

THE

t he

Chief

HOUSE
KICKED.
You would, too, if

compelled

to

wear

harness after it's

repair.

Means,

committee on city property.
On motion of Aid. Kldridge the mayor
was authorized to represent the city at
the treasurer's sale of non-resident taxes,

ELLSWORTH

Rear Giles Block,

the committee on
streets, to which was referred the petition
for the extension of Bay View street, reported that the committee had not yet
ascertained the dangers or cost of extending the street, and asked for further
Aid.

I

viceable

you
that

even

sell you
harness for
better

be

though,

with

a

old

beyond

can

You’d

were

a

ser-

$8.50.

satisfied,

custom-made

ladder on runners for the winter.
The matter of repairs and alterations
was referred to tin* committee on lire de-

partment.
On
motion the chief engineer was
authorized to see to the fitting of the
apparatus with runners, and to buy or
hire the same at his discretion.

Meeting adjourned.
A Calais Schooner Hun Down.

The schooner “Julia A. Warr,” of
one.
Yes, ’twill cost more,
Calais,
Capt. George 1>. Warr, was run
and
better
a
be
fit,
but 'twill
east of Corndown

Light, Sunday, by the freight
Providence
the
steamer “Pequot,” of

I’ll Make it Fit.
You'll want

a

good-looking

WHIP,
even

it.

in Long Island sound,

field

line.
The schooner was struck on her port
bow, and all of her headgear was carried
away. The schooner was beached in New
London harbor. It will require an expenditure of several thousand dollars to
repair her. The “Pequot” was slightly

if you don t ha\e to use
damaged.
Run over my assortment.
Capt. George

Fine lot of dcighbclls
lect from, too.

to se-

J. A. McGOWX.

Gregg to Corydon Richardson, both of Am
herst.
HODGKINS— M« INTYRE— At Ellsworth, Nov.
2S, l»y Rev. I. II. W. Wharff, Miss Geneva A.
Hodgkins to Daniel S. McIntyre, both of
Hancock.
JORDAN—CorsiNS—At orland, Nov. 27, by
R v. Benj E. Fogg, Miss Lillian M. Jordan,
to Eugene M. Cousins, both of Bucksport.
PERRY—IORDAN —At Northeast Harbor, Nov.
25, by Rev. A. K. Palmer, Mi-s Su-ie Perry t*•
tieorge W. Jordan, both of Northeast Harbor.
PERT— BELL—At Sedgwick, Nov.
by Rev.
A. W. Young, Miss Mamie Pert, of Seugwiek,
to William A. Bell, of Surry.
sol’LE-STK I SON —At Whitman, Mas-., Nov.
2'-», by Rev. W. Bruuton, Miss L. Gertrude
Soule to Frank C. Stetson, both of Whitman,
Mass.
At Winter Harbor,No\.
srMNER-II \DLEY
2>, by Rex. George M Bailey, Miss Minnie E.
Sumner of Winter Harbor to Fred L. Iladlev
of Bar Harbor.

for Boston
Nov
30,

sch

Hugh

Ha-kell, aged

Ill I .<. K<»\ i-.— .m ii'W.irui,
Hilgrove, aged d > ears.

»it

.,

committee

benevolent

are

^...

K

,.r

a

—

Hancock

Tannery.

tannery the work of putting in new hides has just commenced.
Thirty men are employed t here at present.
During the summer only the men
employed in the finishing room were at
work.
F. H. Hill, manager of the Tannery says
about *200 or 2.50 tons of hides will be
tanned this winter.

This illustration

The

very
we

Maine Central Railroad.
Local Time Table—Sept. 30, 1894.
Bangor at 7 00, 8 15 am; 6 50 p m.
Bangor (Exchange St.), 7 05, 8 25, a m; 6 55,

Island,
small

p m.
Penobscot .Junction (Brewer), 7 14, 8 40, am;
7 04 p m.
Holden, 7 36, 9 15 a m ; 7 27 p m.
Egery’s Mill, +7 39, f9 20 a m; |7 30 p. m.
Lake* House, 17 43, +9 28, a m ; t7 34 j> m.
Green Lake, t7 53, 9 45 a m ; f7 44, p ni.
Ellsworth Falls, 8 15, 10 20, a m; 8 07, p. m.
KIJ.SWOKTH, 8 20, lO 35, a m: 8 12 p. m.
Franklin Road, 8 34, II 00. a m; 8 27 p m.
Hancock, 8 42. 11 28, a m ; 8 37, p m.
>11. Desert Ferry, 8 50, 11 40, a m; 8 45,

to

that

tons

for canning

as manure on

captured,
salting, and

were
or

p

Sorrento
0

(l»y boat), 9 10, 12 05 a m.
(bv boat), 9 35, 12 30, a ni.
(by boat), 10 OO

15A K HA ItItOK
30 pin.

a

m; 1

00,

Returning, leave Bar Harbor at 10 30, am; 2 45
]> ni.
Sorrento

at 3 15, p m.
Sullivan, 3 45, p m.
Desert Ferry, 11 20,

were

Ml

the farms.

p

ittj&rrtisnnmts.

OOD’S

j

in

Sullivan

too

m;

a

100, 4 15,

in.

Hancock, Ml 28, a m; 1 15, 4 25, p m.
Franklin Road, til 36, a in; 1 30, 4 35, p m.
KIJ.SWOKTH, 1 1 50, a ni; 2 00, 4 50, pul.
Ellsworth Falls, Ml 55, a m; 2 10, 4 55, p m.
Green Lake, M2 15,a in; 2 50, 5 17, p m.
Lake House, H2 23, a in ; +3 05, to 27, p m.
Egery’s Mill, M2 26, a m, 13 10, to 31, p m.
Holden. +12 29, a m 3 2o, 5 35, p in.
i’enobscot Junction ( Brewer), 12 47, am; 3 53,

5 55 p

Sarsaparilla is carefully
prepared by experienced
pharmacists from Sarsaparilla, Dandelion, Mandrake, Dock.Pipsissewa,

m.

Exchange St .Bangor, 12 55,
15AX.OK,

•stop

on

1

OO,

signal

4

15,

or

O

a

m;4 10, 6 05 p

lO, p

m.

in.

notice to Conductor.

These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.
Passengers are requested to procure tickets
before entering the train, and especially Ells*
worth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.

Juniper Berries, and other well known

vegetable remedies. The Combination, Proportion and Process are Peculiar to Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, giving it strength an 1 curalive

Tickets for All Points South and West
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,
Ellsworth, C. F. GREENE, Agent.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTIIBY. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag’t.
Sept. 30, 1894.

Peculiar to Itself, not possessed by other medicines. Hood’s

on

Spowerarsaparilla

Cures Scrofula, Salt Rheum, Sores, Boils,
Pimples and all other affections caused by
impure blood; Dyspepsia, Biliousness, Sick

Fall Arrangements, 1894.

Headache, Indigestion, Debility, Catarrh,
Rheumatism, Kidney and Liver Com-

Three

It is Not What
we Say, but what Hood’s
Sarsaparilla Does, that
Hood’s
Tells the Story

Trips Per Week.

plaints.

Blueliill and Ellsworth Line.

—

Sarsaparilla

URES
i

Hood’s Pills*™ gentle,

milti ami effective.

~

ROYAL ±±

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castoria.

-AND-

October 15, the
steamer
o. A. Crockett, will leave
Surry at 7 o’clock, Monday, Wednesday and Friday for Bluehill, South
Blueliill, Brooklin, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sari genuine, < a.-tine, Dark Harbor and Hughes
P.
i-desboro) arriving in Rockland about 5
i n. in
ason to connect with steamers for
Boston .met.
RETURNING.
and

<>n

after

“Catherine,” (.'apt.
Ellsworth

at 6

m.,

p.

I
j

j Will leave Rockland Tuesday, Thursday and
I Saturday oil arrival of steamers from Boston,

GOLD CLARION
The licet Perfect M5E ia the World,

YOU DON'T NEED A

a

CHASE & SANBORN,
BOSTON.

problem of why the mackerel do

not rush

shoes.

ne wer.

represents

attractive pocket pin cushion, which
will send free to any one. Address

any

'i a. in., touching at above
points, and
| arriving in early same day.
on
Tickets
for
sale
board
for
all
points east
I
| and west. Baggage checked through.
(>. A. CROCKETT, Manager.
G. W. HIGGINS, Agent.
I__

! about

FOR WOOD ORCOAL.
BOSTON

AND

BANGOR

II

da;, s.

.'i

than those
bulk.

nnnln tlu.m

ItusincHS Notices.
“Bread Winner” out wears all other

Premature baldness may be prevented and
the hair made to grow on heads already bald,
by the use of Hall's Vegetable Sicilian Hair Be-

ultemtad
;ht la

less

Trains leave

Nov
PlIM.A DKMMIIA,
27—Sell
Shcepscott,
liem-e tor Wi-ea--et. with iron rails, while pro- j
(•ceding down the Delaware river, when oil*;
< he-ter, carried a was fore
topmast and jibboom.
The vessel is now repairing at Chester.
Steamer Vinalhaven hauled out at Camden the
.’Tth to repair damage to upperworks, caused
by backing into seii Bessie at Swan’s Island.
Boston, Nov 2b—Sell James Freeman of Ma
cliias, with lumber, collided with -eh David
Ftiu-t of Kllsworth Wednesday night, just lielow Nix’s Mate. The Freeman was struck on
the port how and cut down to the water’s edge,
causing her to leak badly. She was patch •»,
and towed here, where she will discharge iter
cargo before making repairs.
At Gouldsboro, W St rout bus a 200-ton schoonintends this winter to get
er timbered out, ami
out the frame for a schooner of 140 tons.

Hancock

Ml estabto loee are

.1a.n1

infinitely

es-

used

Tapley’s

lished

and

I'orriirn Ports.
Dkmkuaka -s]d Nov
bark
s,
Arlington,
Griggs, New York
Ar prcv
to Nov
2b, sell Jerome B. Look,
Hodgkins. New York
CfKAco.A—Ar Nov 13, sell C 1. Woodbury,
Bryant, Fern.andina
I'l nos AviU-s Sid Oct 27, bark B Web
-ter. Pray, New York
Aiotes.

Zttj&crtjscmmts.

Peter

The

the Maine coast in the old
fashioned way is still unsolved. Fishermen have always claimed that when the
minute marine seed which is the natural
food of this fish was plenty, abundant
schools would be along. The seed it is
said has been plenty this season, but
mackerel have not. Many dealers think
that the deadly “purse seine” lias been
the principal cause of driving the tish
away. Incidentally, it may be remarked
that at one time there was a rush of
schools of very small mackerel at Block

At

enlighten
goods sold

clothing

Island
Dee 3, sch Mavooshen, Wiscasset
Tahi'AI i.IN Covk —Ar Nov 2*. sell Hannah F
Carleton, Mt Desert for New York
Sai.km—Ar Nov 27, sell Laurel, for Providence
Sid Nov 2S, sehs Lizzie Cochran, F A Magee
and A G By rant, for New York
Ar Nov 3o, sch Puritan, Sargent, Bangor for
New York
VlNKAAltl* Havkn Ar Nov 2S, sehs \Y H
Card, for Boothhav; Mary Augusta, for Camden; Itahboni, for Bangor
Ar Nov 2!', sehs Mary (' Stuart. Jov, IMillafor Portland; Marshall Perrin, irom
Hoboken
Ar Dee 3, sell S G Haskell, for New York
Ar Dee 2, sell Lunet, Bangor for New York
Sid Dee I. sehs A F Cobb, Post Bov, Win Pick
ering and Kastern (Jueen
Nh\\ IIavin Ar Dee 2, sell Webster Bar
nard, Marshall, New York for Bangor

West Sullivan, Nov. 2*.», John
Adams, ageildl) years, 11 months.
BAKEMAN—At Brook-ville, Nov. 2.5, J-din K
Bakeman, jr., aged 1-5 days.
BROWN At Niirthea-t llari»or, N.-x. 27. Ruby
A
xvife of Re\ II. M. Broxvn, aged 57 \ear-.
in months, 25 days.
Deer Isle, Nov. 2s.
ns years. In mouths, 2

some

ed the poet
could here
that the

of,

Mavooshen, Franklin; J S

ADAMS—At

HASKKI.L-At

buying

once

pecially in need of dresses for women
children, and will be very grateful to

—

1

the

On account of Mr. Littlefield’s lecture,
which occurs next Thursday evening, the
regular meeting of the circle is postponed
until Thursday evening, Dec. 13.

deljdda

|

and

ment

—

;

to

that could be obtained in no other way.
The expenses of the reading-room are
so great that all the money earned by the
circle has to go into the general fund,
and this $38.88 was what was given by
individuals last winter expressly for
M. A. Greely,
benevolent work.
Chairman benevolent com., 1893-94.

cane
( Id

DIED.

Steamship Company.

r-.

At lilu. hill, Nov. -is, Mr-. Etta I>
lloUTON
Horton, aged
ears, 2 month-, 22 day-.
v.,
\t Wa-hington, I*.
III T( HlNsnN
Hu?rhinjon, daughter
.‘I, Mr-. -I. <
late < Mi- <iodfrey, ot Milton, Mass., -i-t»*r<>!
II. l-.im r\, ot Kll-worth.
Mr-. (
I.oltH —At 1 luck-port. Per. 2, Mrs. Nam-v Lord,
aged ”*• years, 1 months, t»day-.
Mi-- Kate
PETMU'** >N —At Penoh-n ot, D«v.
Peterson, aged
years.
THOMPSON —At Deer 1-le, Non .ID, Mr- I
Thompson, aged s2 years.
THOMAS-At Ell-worth, Dee. .5, SpolTord P
Thomas, aged 7- years.
sPUAtiTK —In Lowell, Ma-s., Nov.
Lydia
1’., wife of Levi Sprague, aged so years,
months, 15 days.
Annie Illanch
WII AKKF- \t Ellsworth. Dee
ard, wife of liev. I. 11. W. Whartf, agol dt.
years, 8 months, 4 days.
Yol.’NG —At Salisbury’s Cove, Dee. d, Kben
Young, aged '.#» years.
—

The < 'hild >1 iisicinn.
for His Lordship's levee
He had
lie had played for Her Lady-hip’s whim,
Till the poor little head was weary,
And the poor little brain would swim.

played

And the face grew peaked and eerie,
And the large eves strange and bright,
And they said—too late—“He i- weary,
He shall rest for at least to night!”

dawn, when the birds were waking,
they watched in the silent room,
With the sound of a strained cord breaking,
A something snapped iu the gloom.
liut at
As

Sorvico,

1004.

!
I

FI

i

|

Wlll'.N V (> I' 111) Til

Commcueinir Monday, s, pt. M, steamer “MT.
will leave Bar
M-.SEKT.’
apt. XV. * saw t c I
I Harbor, Monday-*, Wednesdays and Fridays at
pi a. in., touching at Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Swan’s I-land and Green's Landing, connecting at Rockland with steamer for
Boston.

I’AKTItlDGE'S.
THE BEST SHOES
much nowadays as a
pretty poor pair cost not many years
ago. Skill in making has reduced the
don’t

cost

cost of

CROCKERY WARE, 4k♦

production.
me

benefit of

to

give my

low

cost

customers

of

4k

*

TIN WARE,

For Retail Trade from Selected Stock.

SKILL IN PURCHASING
enables

New Patterns and Designs New In

so

the

production.

Water

Piping (',VES^$Ws

RETURNING
From

Boston, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri-

tit ">

days

p

m.

From Rockland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at .about 5.30 a. m., or upon arrival
of steamer from Boston, touching at Green’s
Landing, Swan’s Island, Southwest Harbor aud
Northeast Harbor.
From Sorrento,

Fridays

at S

a.

you

a

could

afford

to.

In all its branches done by my own Workmen y
who have the reputation of doing their work In
a FIRST-CLASS MANNER.

Zinc. Load Pipe, Sheet Lead, Cntlry,
Ammunition and Fishing Tackle
--ALWAYS IN STOCK.:Kngllsh spavin Liniment remove* all Hard,
Soft or CalloU-ed Lumps and blemishes from
horse-, blood Spavins, Curbs, splints, Sweeney,
King-bone, Still. -, Sprain-, all Swollen Throats,
( oughs, etc. save
by u*enf one bottle. Warranted the mo-t wonderful blemish Cure ever
s.
I>.
Sold
known
Wlggin, druggist, Kllsby
vvorth, Me.

J. F. ELDRID6E.
35

Main

ELLSWORTH

Street,

Mondays, Wednesdays and

3ljotds.

American J[7)use,
ellswoktu, me,

WILLIAM WEEKS, I’roi-kiltok.
Centrally located; within easy reach of the
station and the business part of the town.
"Ci.oo per day. Special rates to regular
hoarders.
Itch

on

human, mange on lior«es, dogs and all
.'{o minutes by Woolford’s SanThis never tails. Sold by S. D.
druggist, Ellsworth, Me.

stock, cured in
MAINE.

m.

E. S. .1. MORSF, Agent, Bar Harbor.
( ALVIN AUSTIN, Gou’l Sunt
Boston.
WILLIAM II HILL,
President and General Manager, Boston.

PLUMBING
bought $1.'» worth of me I make
present. Wouldn’t do this unless I

When you have

’Twas a string of hi- violoncello,
A ml t he\ heard him stir in hi- bed :
“Make room fora tired little fellow.
Kind God!” was the last that he said.
—Arthur Dobson.

Lord, of Calais, a brother
As an emergency medicine, Ayer s ( herof Capt. John A. Lord, of Ellsworth, was !
pectoral takes the lead of all other
The vessel was but three ry
a part owner.
For the relief and cure of
remedies.
old.
croup, whooping cough, sore throat, and
years
the dangerous pulmonary troubles to
which the young are so liable, it is invala year; #b50
rn
\
to act, sure to cure.
1 HE AMhhH A.n
upaidluadvance. uable, being prompt
..

Porfu.

Davis, Sullivan
Ar Dee 1, sch John It race well, from Hurri-

'•

—

i

Boston
Kelley,
Ar Nov 27, sehs

luutvo

—

A. W. GREELY.

[
[

I’m

a ml Marblehead,
I. ADKi.ru IA—Chi

is

King’s
very gratifying
Daughters that so many persons were
interested to read the annual reports of
the circle that were published in The
American of Nov. 15; but one point has
caused so much inquiry that it seems
best to explain, for all who care to know
the facts.
In the treasurer’s report it is stated
that $38.88 was spent for benevolences,
and immediately afterward in the report
of the benevolent committee is the statement that sixty-three applications were
answered.
No wonder it seems to our friends that
$38.88 was spread out very thin to cover
the
needs
of
sixty-three destitute
families, while the facts are that the
principal benevolent work of the circle is
distributing food and clothes that are
given us for the purpose, and the money
was
used
only in buying necessary
groceries in one or two cases, assisting
one person who required hospital treat-

Dutch Inland Harbor—Ar Nov 28, sch F
A Emerson for Wareham
Sid Nov 28, sch July Fourth for Newport
Ar Dec 1, schs Laurel, Bangor for Providence; A G Bryant, Bangor for New Haven;
Wm H Archer,’New York for Portsmouth; C E
Simpson, Somes Sound for New York; Lizzie
Cochran, Calais for New York
Jacksonville—Cld Nov .*40. sch J II Holden,
Haskell, New York
Norfolk—Cld Nov 30, hark Henry A Litch
Held, Hagan, New York
New York—Ar Nov 30, whs Mary Freeland,
Allen and M J
Russell, McCormick, Somes
Sound; W S Jordan, Crowell, New Bedford;
1) 1) Haskell, Kennehc'*; Westerloo, Providence; C B Wood, Sullivan; Z S Wallingford,
Somes Sound
Sid Nov 29, sch Webster Barnard, Bangor
Ar Nov 29, sch Gleudy Burke, from Providence
SU1 Nov 27, sch Mary C Stuart, Philadelphia
for Portland
Ar Dec 2, sch H II Chamberlain, Fossett, Bluehill
Ar Dec 3, hark T J Stewart, Blake, Portland;
sch Annie R Lewis, Bangor
Portland—Ar Dec 1, schs Napoleon, Rice,
Gouldsboro; Emily F Staples, Sellers, Penobscot
Cld Dec 1, sch Waldron Holmes, Dority,
Brooklin
Sid Nov 28, rchs Pearl, Webster, Tremont;
Maud s, Stevens, Prospect Harbor; bark T J
Stewart

Light

Smell r.a Sweet,
Ltlon would Uf
/.

Marblehead, Bangor
Sid Dec 3, schs David Faust ami J B Norris

•

>

I

IIOIIICMflc

T’S IN A NAME!”

EXPLANATION.

AN

It

Bangok—Cld Nov 3rt, sch Estelle, Hutchinson, ( urocoa
Ar Nov 27, sch John Douglass, New York
( Id Nov 28. sell Lucia Porter, New Bedford
Boston—Ar Nov 30, sclis Chromo, Sullivan ;
Nil Desperundum, Orland; Kate L Pray, Mt
Desert; New Boxer, Arboreer and Samuel
Lewis, Ellsworth
Ar Nov 29, sch S A Paine, Stinson, Dee** Isle
ArNov27, sch If J Cottrell, from Kennebec
for Philadelphia
Ar Dec 3, sclis I) S Lawrence, Ellsworth;

—

Remember that Christmas is coming and this your chance.

[This department Is conducted by the llandin-Hand circle of the King’s Daughters of Ellsworth
Headquarters at Rooms 12 and 13 Manning Block, Main street, Ellsworth.]

A It It IV EI)
Sell Fair Wind, Farrell, Portsmouth
Sell David Faust, Alley, Boston
Sell Franconia, Young, Portsmouth
Sch Ann Stuart, Pratt, Boston

j

!

Kllxvvortli Fort.
ARRIVED

Tuesday, Dec 4
Sell Sarah Blnisdell, Peterson, winterquarters
Sell Myra Sears, Treworgy, Bar Harbor

Call.
The next paper was written by Mrs. H.
II. Harden, subject: “Oliver Wendell
In
an
Holmes.”
interesting and able
manner, Mrs. Harden told of the dead
poet, the last of that bright galaxy, his
ancestry, his life and his works and the
drawn from them, supplej lessons to be

that have been paid him by hia friends.
i Mrs. A. M.
Hopkins read “Current
and other lands that were
M02.49 Events” of this
inating < «>.,
•'>" 7:(
Burrill l.umber Co.,
of especial interest.
Bridge,
.Tames E. Davis,
1j
One of the most interesting events of
Total.
j? 1,Jls.ss the afternoon was a letter written to the
This amount is net, .* 12.2a being deducted clul> by its absent member, Mrs. Georgia
for time lights were not burning as per conPulsifer Porter, and read by the presitra. t.
j dent, wherein Mrs. Porter expressed her
The clerk read the following petition:
that the club has united with
To the Honorable Mayor and Hoard of pleasure
the State federation of clubs, and gave
Aldermen of the city of Ellsworth:
goud reasons why every woman
We. the undersigned citizens and tax- many
should be interested in club work.
payers. respectfully represent to your
honorable hoard that we are the owners
The club adjourned to meet with Mrs.
of real estate on either side of a certain
J. I). Hopkins, Dec. S instead of Dee. 15.
way or street known as Pond street (a
private way i, running from Fourth street
BORN.
across the Pond purchase (so-called) to
another way called Forest avenue. That A BRI EL— At Brooklin, Nov. 21. to Mr. and
we believe it reasonable and proper that
Mr-.
William Abriel, a daughter [Jennie
Viola’.
said way or street be accepted by the city j
as a puldic town way, and ask that you
At Brook-\ Ille, Oet. 2, to Mr. and
BA BSi >N
Mr-. Ernest Bab-on, a daughter [Georgia
accept t he same.
A nna[.
II. KmI.RY,
I dw akd Treadwell,
lift K MINSTER At Deer Me. Dei*. 1, to Mr.
ami Mrs. Emery I.. Buekminster, a son.
A. Bckdette Bi-krill,
James A. Taylor,
Cl J >ss< >N —At Brook-ville, < >et. 5, to Mr. and
Mr-. Albion ( lo-soii, a son tieorge Norman
Byron P. Gktchell.
Nov. 23, t Mr. and Mrs.
The petition was referred to the com- DAVIS —At Deer I-le,
< lutrles I). I tavis, a -on.
mittee on streets.
At ElDworth. Nov. 2S, to Mr. and Mr-.
KINt.
Aid. Kldridge, of t lie special committee
Arno W. King, a daughter.
KNOWI.TON —At Deer I-le, Nov. 25, to Mito w hich was referred the matter of lowami Mrs. Perry Knowltoii, a son.
ering the grade on Church street, re- MlMiRE—At Port Town-end. Wa-li, Nov. 1 !,
had
the
desired
that
permission
to Mr. and Mrs. Frau/. >. Moore, a daughter,
ported
j Grorgiu Reva.J
been granted, provided the road-bed was
Ul.sEN At Deer Isle, Nov. 25, to Mr. and Mrs.
left in as good condition as found.
A1 fred t >lson, a son.
The report was accepted.
PERT—At Deer Isle, Dec. 2, Mrs. Ruth Pert,
The cutting off of the top of the hill,
aged SO years.
necessitate the lowering of the TREWoRGY At Surry, Nov. 12, to Mr. ami
may
Mrs. Harmon Treworgy, a son.
water main at that point. The main is
the surface, and out
now live feet below
marrif:d.
of the reach of^frost. It eighteen inches
BRIDGES—GRAY—At Brook-ville, Nov. 2S, by
is taken from the surface of the road, the
Rev. tieorge Reader, Miss Minnie Bridges to
Ferd Gray, both of Penobscot.
main would be liable to freeze. The work
ARDSON— At Amherst, Nov.
GREGG—RICH
until
be
commenced
of grading will not
21, by Arthur W. Silsbv, esq., Miss Grace A.
••

A Gold h illed Watch,

23.25
6 00
4.00

2.00
8.00
35.75
54.45
4.0o

.T. I*. Kldridge,
House, Almon (». Jellison,
Horace W. Beal,
Electric Tight, Ellsworth Electric Illum-

Watch,

52.66

M. H. Gray,
J. P. Eldrldge,

••

HUY

216.98
9.07

4.50
2.00

Louis F. Hooper,
Town of Eden,
Thomas E. Hale,
(
E. Morrison,

School

I OO

3.75
3.00

McCollum,

Cornelius Callahan Co.,
John M. Hale A Co.,
E. W. Lord.

ijhiivu

a

2.25
10.00

Dennis McCarthy,
John O. Whitney,
George L. Gerry,

Opportunity

Any

2.25

<El)c King’s Daughters.

SAILED

fact that although women are not ordained in the Methodist Episcopal denomination, they are admitted to the
theological school connected w’ith Boston
university, the largest institution under
the control of that denomination.
Mrs. Cheney, in closing, spoke of the
religious work that is being done by
women in home and foreign missions, the
Woman’s Christian Temperance Union
and various other organizations.
The paper was discussed at length by
Mrs. Perry, Mrs. Whittemore and Mrs.

2.25

Est. of E. I*. Reed,
James F. Davis,

"

"

t >r

8.00

Burrill Lumber Co.,
Louis F. Higgins et als.,

"

exceeding-

A Golden

of

145.45

Reynolds,

James

E. F. ROBINSON.

Uold

51.35
2.50
7.25
45.50

Joslah

McCarthy,
William O’Neil,
John Campbell,
Daniel Carroll,
Maurice Downty,

low

See them, anyhow.

TO

Co.,

Dentils

at a

pretty, novel and

1.58
34.10

J. S.

price, when the quality of the
goods is taken into consideration.

E. W. Lord,
J. P. Eldrldge,
Burrill Lumber
J. P. Eldrldge,

Library,

"

offering

we are

105.7#

Sidewalk,

Christmas Novelties,
that

12.00

Furniture

Williams,
Estes A Laurlat,

Insane,

and

School

50.00

Co.,

"

Jewelry, Silverware

$50.00

Co.,

the bene- High School,
headquarters for

are

AMOUNT.

Sbbrrt tsrmmta.

MARINE LIST.
Saturday, Dec 1
Sch Sarah Blaisdell, Peterson, New York
Sch Abigail llaynes, (Juggins, Boston

done by woman for which her sympathetic nature so well prepares her. Especially is woman recognized as a religious teacher in the Sunday school
where in numbers she so greatly exceeds
men teachers, and Mrs. Cheney made an
earnest appeal for more carefully-prepared teachers for our Sunday schools.
She
next
reviewed the history of
from the time
woman in the ministry
that Mrs. Antoinette Brown Blackwell
was ordained in 1856 to the present time,
when 16-1 women occupy pulpits in thirtyfour of our states, and touched upon the
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Clifton S. Stover,
John If. Donovan,
Charles A. Gray,

"
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The Woman’s Club.
The Woman’s club met at the home of
Miss Arvilla Thomas on Pleasant street,
Saturday afternoon, Dec. 1, and, notwithstanding the unfavorable weather, the
usual number was in attendance.
The subject for the afternoon was
“Woman as a Religious Teacher,” and
was
treated exhaustively in a paper
written by Mrs. John Cheney, and, in her
absence, rend by Miss Greely.
Mrs. Cheney referred to the great
amount of unorganized religious work

FATHERS.

[>}ry
\\

Lotion.

lggiu,

Tin- Original Version of “Pixie.”

recall.
And yet she had always done her
duty—she had rendered to God \wiut God
r> juired. toman what man required. She
ha i nothing to reproach herself with—
nothing.
"“he had always Ixvn strictly honest in
her dealings, and she felt she had been re
sj>eeted accordingly, and yet now—she
shuddered—<he w m overpowered by the

Christmas,and I only boil it on Sunday*.”
Thanks, Mina, it is remarkably good.”
Tina replaced her cup and carefully swept

[Thesongof “Dixie” N indelibly connected
with the south. We ail know the air, but f«*\v
There have been
nave seen the original song.
many versions, but The Commercial presents
Vhe original from w hich they a.l sprang.]

crumbs off her dress into her hand
and put them into her saucer.
Have some more? There is some left,”
asked Mamsell Malm in her abrupt way.
I wish I was iu the land cb cotton.
Well, it is very tempting. It is cerOld times ilai am not forgotten.
tainly the best coffee to Ik* had. Well,
Lock away, 1
away, look away, Dixie
land.
perhaps half a"— At this moment she
In Dixie land, whar I was l>orn in.
happened to glance out of the window,
on
one
fn
A young man
Early
ty mornin.
and her words died away.
Look away, look away, look away, Dixie
of the working class was walking past
land.
The girl s teeth
with a girl on his arm.
Den I wish I was iu Dixie,
gleamed and her small eyes glittered as
Hooray! hoora>!
laughingly she tried to push her com pan
In Dixie land I’ll took my stand.
In pass
! fctn into the overflowing gutter
To lib and die in Dixie.
fug she gave a hasty stolen glance into the
Away, away, away down south in Dixie,
down
south
iu
Dixie.
Away, away, away
window, and catching sight of the two old
ladies she drew her arm out of his and
Old missus nmrry “Will, the weaber.”
tri**d to put on an unconscious look while
William w as a gay deceaber.
she moved nearer the wall, hoping thus tc
Look aw ay, etc.
But when he put his arms around ‘er
escape observation.
He smiled as fierce as a forty pounder,
But Mamsell Malm's sharp eyes had
Ixxtk aw aj, etc.
caught sight of her. and a bitter expresDen 1 wish I was in Dixie, etc.
sion came into her face.
The gadabout! If she isn't out again
His face was sharp as a butcher’s cleaber.
But dat did not seem to greaber ’er.
flirting with that good fur nothing! No
Look away, etc.
good will ever come of th.it, and the old
Old missus acted the foolish part
! maid’s voice shook with anger.
And died for the man who broke her heart.
Tina had suddenly became lost in
Look away, etc.
thought, and with coffee cup in hand she
Den I wish I was in Dixie, etc.
ga/»*d abscntmindedly l»efore her.
‘I think I must tell the landlady what
Now, here's a health to the next old missus
w
the
ant
to
kiss
And all
us.
an unsteady life Hilda leads.
When 1 ms
gals that
Look away, etc.
she time to go to church, when on Sun
But if you w ant to drive away sorrow
she
thinks
of
days
only
worldly enjoyCome uiid Lear this nig tomorrow.
ments?” and the old lady’s head shook.
Look aw ay, etc.
is always the
Youth—it
Yes,
yes.
Den I wish I was in Dixie, etc.
same,
But, after all, it is
sighed Tina.
Par’s hue kv heat cakes and Ingen batter.
a happy time." she added in her mild, alMakes you fat r a little fatter.
most bashful way.
Look away, etc.
‘Happy ti;m ! Are you mad? You
Pen hoe it down and scratch your grabble.
don't mean what you say. Tina. It is just
To Dixie’s land I'm bound to t rabble.
the
time the devil has tiie greatest power
Look aw ay, etc.
over our sinful
hearts.
One sees much
Dea I wish I was in Dixie, etc.
during a long life, and I can tell you there
Memphis Commercial.
isn't much to !>e said fur the girls now
a

few

»

adays

MAMSELL MALM.

blankness and emptiness of her life.
She seemed for once to see her life as
others saw it. and the long years which
had made up her monotonous existence
pass<*d in review before her.
As in a dn-nm she tiw her youth again,
shesttxnlby her mother’s deathl>ed. Again
she heard the piteous voice, breathless
from coughing, anxiously repeating: ‘Ah,
what will become of you, poor girl, alone
in this wicked world? Resist its temptations, resist the devil, go to church regularly and don’t forget your God. A poor
girl is surrounded by temptations and
must be doubly severe toward herself.”
A long and painful fit of coughing drowned the failing voice.
Mina had promised
all—always to remember the warning, alto
do
her
and
the poor woman
ways
duty,
had died content.
And she had kept her
promise. A weak girl, and almost desti
tute. she had compelled the respect of
those atxmt her—never a smile; never a
concession.
(hire, long am. a young man had attempted to pay h< r the attentions which
other girls gladly received, but she had repu 1 sod him so decidedly that he had never
tried again, and soon no one ever thought
She
of her as being « ither young or old.
was just Mamsvll Malm, with the smoothly brushed hair and severe aspect, who

ful

j

today."

dren

Tina started.
"This season always
wakes youthful memories in me," said
she slow 1 v, ami her eyes shone with ul

youthful brilliancy.

courage to continue or should she change
the subject
Hut she couldn't resist the
Some
t* nictation for once to speak out.

times the memories <>f old days seemed to
stifle her. and it w-.uM U* such a r> lief for
once to relate all the past.
It was dining the time I was at the
tov. n c>
r s in the country
You re-

<

.!•

vra-

r

>

at.'i

nt

-:. 11
and ]
half comprehend

w,ia

o

***»*»

The church

1 rang, and a crowd of
people came stnaming down the high
flight of .-teps from Nie. ii Kyrka I'ni.-n
street

-warm.

be'.

1

v.

it li

in t;.• -ir

servant-

univt r-ai n ..d..y u..— ; ! i...
oi,i la
who carried tie ir psalmbooks in old
fashioned little reticules upon their arm-,
and flocks of school children who, deeply
intere.-jed in the overflowing gutters, wenin continual danger of collision with the
...

dies

passers hv.

Through this crowd marched Mam-ell
Malm, the old seamstre-s. She walked
with short, sharp sups. Her manner was
repelling, and six- never once glanced
either to the right or to the left.
Her
large mouth, with it- thin lips and heavy,
massive chin, gave to her face a deter
mined, almost hard, expression.
The spring had never given her any
pleasure. This was quite natural, as to
her it presented itself simply as a period
of unavoidable expense, and today in particular she felt more than usually bothered
by the spring sunshine.
She felt how heartlessly it showed upcv
cry defect in her old turned and dyed
cloak, and the knowledge that the velvet
trimming on her old hat ought to be renewed wms an .additional trouble, for six
couldn t imagine liu\v she was to afford it
Ah, yes, ir was not bo easy to l»e decently
dressed and look like other people when
one was old and sickly and sometimes so
tired that the needle fell out of one’s fin
gers, and Ti t. after all, she could not re

s

!y:

d y in the mil f March—in*,
it niu-t 11a\e be n the W winning
f April
—jti-f sih h an early spring a- this Visit
ors had arrived. and madam ha*i scut me
f r cream t<. the ice cellar, which lay at
a little* «1 i.-iat c. from tic Icm-e behind a
clump of birdies There was a narrow
board laid nh ng the path t<> bridge the
mud. and I
.1 \\ iiIi tie k«■> in my hand
ready t<> open the door, when 1 heard footI knew it
steps on the plank behind me
wa- he.
lief ore I had time to turn my
he
hiarm
r«>und
head
had put
my waist.”
r'he was silent for a moment, and then
continued with a low voice.
With his
other hand he drew my head back—my
shawl fell off—and he kissed me on my
hair, on my eyes, again and again
Mam-ell Malm was silent, powerless
with astonishment.
Kvery time I smell fresh damp earth 1
remember that day, the happiest day of
We met often secretly after that.
niv life
I siipi»ose it was wrong, but I was so happy. He was myall, and I would have died
for him.
Hut at last his mother noticed
that he always disappeared when I was
sc;11 to the milk cellar, and she followed
us—it had lasted about two months—ami
then there was an end to it all. Yes, yes,”
and poor Tina sighed, ••they were gi>od to
me.
They found me another place on
condition I promised never to trv and wr
him again or answer his letters. Of course
I promised.
It was best for him and for

j

was a

his future.

She paused, vainly trying to hide her
emoti<>n. Mina Malm sat >t iff and haughty.
At. last she managed to articulate:
And lie? Have you never met him
since*”
proaeh herself with vanity
“Yes. not so long ago in the street. Ho
Such thoughts accompanied her home,
is a great man now and long since mar
when? before entering her room, she was
obliged to sit down on a chair near the ried He did not recognize me. Naturally
door, she felt so tired aft» r her long walk j he would not. so old and ugly as 1 am
now.
Mie said, almost as if * x<u>ing him.
in the spring air.
Taking off her cloak,
and tears stole g» ntly down In r with* n*d
she examined it carefully
Yes, it cer
tainly w;is very shabby, but it must do for j cheeks, but I I can never forget him!
she added simply
this year.
1 h r bl.v k gh
she re garded
Manisell Malm got up and went to the
proudly. Aft.r all, they looked almost
window .-»!
mid not speak
Her throat
-!.«■ had I light them a year
i;» w, and y.
felt as if in a vise, she did not know whethago last Chri.-: n .ter
fr
.m
or
anger
She looked o'
cluck and wondered
sympathy.
Tit..a NY* s-!ierg glanced a timid. que>
W
tg was s » luv today
why Til
at
turning
h* r fri* ml. tin n ~hc nNo
r
giaii
Tor
had
eaeh
in turn
ui
years !s-y
other’s gu<
fort!.. ir unday a.’n rnoon’s
got up. put on h* r eh-ak and turn. <1 to go.
•‘The Lord m y have cause to f.*rg r me.
This was Mam.sell Malm's
cup of < ;
v. r repented it, le-ver
Mina, but i
one di.-.-ipa:h n.
Whut could have kept
I have alw.e.« ad mi rial you, but every
Tina
I
!.!.■
In the jitcMMv! !!•• she arranged the
body an’t
you. Goodly, and don't
f
r
.: ."uiiday—that is, if you
me
e
out
sweet
cups
<•
re
to
still
r
t
d the
mi jug, and
Mam-* 11
in nuld n* t bring hcr-clf
having p;vj a red everything she drew her
n nod farewell.
to do more \
l .seated
rocking cl .r to the wind av
1 .r the hr.-; :. me in ho •, ears sin; omitted
iier.se11 with folia d hanus, ei:vmg tl.e
foil*.wing her fii-nd into the entrance hall
had the right to be idle
knowledge tii t
to thank
imr f-.r
this day of t1 t* w!:
plea-ant company,”
me upon her like attainder
but it had
A fi w minim s later a gentle knocking
W
Tina
was heard, a:;d th n the <{••• r was careclap.
-ssherg, her old friend! Tina
fully opened to admit a !.. rful looking Wosberg. it was impossible! ."hemust be
dreaming' II*.w could she have? been silittle old woman, whose w ithered face had
lent- all these long years?
an unusually mild expression about it.
Manisell
“Good morning, dear Mina. I hope you
suddenly remembered how
nave not been waiting very long for me.
harshly she had always judged people, how
severe h* r censure had been, and she unbut in such extraordinary slippery weathderstood the reason for Tina's silence.
er one must be careful in walking,” she
."he turned from the window, and besaid as she took off her cloak.
“Yes. you are right. Spring is a trying gan to walk up and down the room with
She felt almost
slow, undecided steps.
time. Your clothes are simply ruined by
weak.
the wind.
There is only one thing to be
Anger and scorn fought for si:
said for it. and that is that one economizes preniaey in her mind and nearly killec
her affection for her old friend—the affecin firewood on such sunny days.”
“But you are very fortunate*, my dear tion which w as the only warm feeling she
had
cherished during her long monotoMinn, you have a window ovi rlooking the
nous life.
stree t. I nev *r catch a glimpse of the sun.
She tried to be as hard as ever and judge
But, after all. it is a shame to complain
ns severely, but half unconsciously she felt
when one has one's little income,” added
her heart soften.
She still seemed to sex?
Tina \Y< .--In \g.
Then :’., was ready by this time, and the gleam of happiness which lit up Tina's
the t\\ w.a drew their chairs to the face—happiness over a remembrance, the
reflection of a long lost joy.
And now
table.
memories of her own youth crowded for
“Ir is wonderfully nice iffyou al
one after another, in endless succesrS ftf fina as'Mfe si$pcd OUliA ward,
\ sion, and yet they were but gh< sts, dim
tentedly from the steaming cup.
and
indistinct—gray in gray—not a gleam
‘•Mine. Mcldin, the wife of the commerof joy, not a moment she would wish
cial adviser, sent me three pounds at
—

■

>

s

>

%faYs'uUVc,

illness

nr

rib-

London's Smoke mid Fog.
She had never expected or asked for
Let the black pall set tie for two or three
but
had
received
it.
justice'—she
anything
days over the metropolitan area, and the
Was it not sufficient?
following i.-sue of the registrar general's
Poor Mamsell Malm sat in her rocking
returns would emphatically tell the tale of
chair, deep in heavy thought
The diuits death (h aling presence
Any scheme,
rii r h. 'urlia
long since passed; she did of course, which would
l»edesigned to deal
not notice it
The church N ils rang to
:1
would
w ith the
necessarily lx1 one of a
>•. and still she did not move,
evening -« r\
But was not the incep
nature.
gigantic
r
incase
of
i
11though
yet, cX'-cpf
tion of the scheme for the main drainage
ness. liadsh- omitted her attendance there.
of I.- ini- n a g.gantic one, and. looking at
At la-t her thoughts reverted to Tina
it now, diH S it not appear to lx* a iih-iiu
How she IM !>t have suffered all these
incut of engines ring skill and a triumph
y. ars. and h ..! never dared to "peak of it!
and victory -,\i r dilhculties v hieh seemed
Ho\v t: i:'• .:.-!; and self >.*» rilieing In r love
'st
insurmountable? Ixt tic
t<> be all:
how
had heeti,
humble she was!
same
ntorp: -r which called into \:-t
to
Mm
11 M.»
had to < nf,
her* If
lire t he organi/at: n of t!. is, j»erhap- t
■.
f h« r fm-nd-ntp, -lie had althat, m
the i, .u:.
iiiost indi-pi ii'.o ie attr.' ate
ways look- i o \vn with some s!ig!it scorn
•!i of I.oia: -n. U* no *,
t* nrtiiee j t:
.llil i' tiov
>i;e eo_* -.dered
Upon 'l it; *
turned in the dinetioii of solving t
St weak. a:.-I -1 e liated any kind of wvnkpro hem -f the i"^.
w hen she knew h« r friend’s
and nn«
I-. rally be. n
n _• i:>N as
Wcl ;t\.
S a!
S
m t g;v, n h« r a w
rd «.f
t
I si
alal a c'.r- ry ;hal
:; h y. 1 it. a!t-r a h. and in spite of
syn
i> r. p.Yi’i
is
all
that
England's h;-tory
her eii. toe <,.d imyafn in e and seorn be
!.o\v the praise has I* eii d
to dixplnv
gat: to r- a"' it itself and then again she
.■
It it !.■ \< s Us tin n ;• re f.-r
>. rv« d.
n
lie t.
i e. being fra nuly to some one.
• red it
this g'
as
nati'-n to t.. k l.
w.tii
.i siood at the window-,
; rale]'! and d* al wi? !i it in t!.e mat a r
drearily i- kit.gout it:t o t he st rt et. The with
whh h it should be dealt.
Truly it
stiti liatl >ct. bi.t its aftt
glow of
d still
l
said that we have led the van of
can
burned on the horizon.
Daylight and the
sanitary ref in throughout the \\« rid.
• n
ades struggled and mingled tog
and le re i-*.t.e opportunity f -r ado
n
u<
t
clear spring tw : i ight. behind
further to our laurels in this n-j. t and
which the day s brig litmus still seemed to \
of relieving !,..ndun if an incubus whi h.
>• me ragged children were plavling* r
apart alt g. t:i r from anything ej-e, is an
ing horses on the footpath. A pair of garrut
toourclim.
But not
obvious i):
t« rs t ied t< g«
her did duty a> n ins. In lieu
who., subject is tab. n in hand
until ti
>f a w hip tla v clacked with tlieir tongues,
by the g. .vei nn out ..f the day is it likely
and then rushed away as fast as their
that much pr gre.-s will lx
made in re
small feet would carry them, filling the
spect to the solution of this problem.—
narrow street with their shrill shouts. They
Ninetccnth (Yntury.
echoed from the walls and entered Mambell Malm s small room by the open winLife From the Inorganic World.
dow.
They seemed to her to resound from
Bast inn's theory «-f spontaneous genera
At lids moment the door
every corner.
opened, and some one tried to enter noise- tion. wInch i- k tlu world by storm, melted
lessly. It was Hilda, who brought in the away under scientific tests and is dead
forever. The present tendency is undoubtwood for the stove and some hot water,
and she Was trying to look interested in
edly to look for evolution of lift* from in
la r duties.
At sight of her Mumscll
organic matter, but it seems not unrea
Malm’s anger was on the point of burstsonable to *upi*ise that life was imparted
ing forth, and she had rememN*red the
by the Creator to matter, and that from
an exceedingly simple form of living mat
sermon she had intended for her.
Hilda
evidently was prepared to lx*ar her fate ter all the numerous forms of the life of
the earth have been evolved The problem
w ith the calm of a stoic.
She knew that
rl lc
of heredity also is a perplexing one.
once outside the door of thenxun she need
line i.f
11
lull iiv riiKnii i.f
pay no more attention to the tiresome old
which all organisms produce others simicreature, with her exacting principles.
M
.1
1
Hut parallel to this
lar to th'-niM lv*-'
ning her tirade, for again she thought of the law <»f variation, in accordance with
which all< rganisms vary more or less from
her youth
It had surely been tou misertheir ancestors.
The n-ason for these luable. Perhaps, after all, it was not such a
laws is a perplexing problem, but it con
dreadful sin to be young and gay.
stitutcs a m<»t
Hilda garni questioningly at her inis
important element in ti e
consideration of tin* problems of life.
tre».
She quite «xpect«d the seolding,
Tlie
but ManiM'll was silent. She was woiulerdoctrine of evolution is no longer a mere
,!d >h w s
ing h ->v -!;.■
little sign «.f t)
ry. I ct finds a.most univi rsal accept
r.. this girl
Alice.
frierullint
Sin* had sueh an
Tiie unmistakaiile j)rngn*ss of life from
irresistible longing to be friendly to some
tin lowest to tin* highest forms, t!ie close
one.
Will you drink a
r»*latioiiship between the order of i: r *
up "f tea with me,
du'-tion
and
Hilda
she .-aid at last, and tried to enrelationships of vari
gr« u;*s and ti:numU-rlv-s in.-tanc*
t
due her Vi -it
with a kin din
t
abort ive r.Mii* found thr -ughuut tin* an:
Hilda stared at her with her shrewd
mal and vegetable kingdoms f.-ree theyes, pn--ed the back of her band over
thinking hi-.,.-gi>t to s*-me theory of « \<»
them, and then t* .-scd hack her fringe < f
ltiti-n.
'iii* enormous extent of tinehair with a jerk <»f h< r head before she an
since life \v;i> lir.-t int r* >du d upon the
sw< red
shows
...if li.is cvolutii.il mu>I l.nvearth
i
f r your k.ruin.
Mam
-V.i.'i.v
been «-\i. diiigtji she.'.
Ti- Ir J. i.
Sell Malm,
s.
-aid in a tone of uim r
1

«

ing, sleepy giauces
*

mai ha.-t

■

It

.::rgs,

mother's

>

-■

it

tin1
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brand has
Maine.

Maine

EasternJ

in

discovered

been

Granite company has

organized at Maehias with
stock of $100,000.
been

capital

a

The tug John Hoffman was burned at
She
w harf at Maehias Friday night.
was owned in Maehias.
her

excited over the discovery |
Jesse James gang fully
equipped for fray after the dime novel |
plan. The sequel of the story w ill probHhly be the arrest of the leade rs of the
\\

inthrop

is

|

amateur

hm

|

gang.

schooner

"Elizabeth ;
The* two-masted
M. Cole." e»f Calais, sank a half mile *• ff
|
the breakwater at Ne w
Haven, Wedneseiay £♦ \» n ing.j She is in twelve feet of
Ib r cargo consists of 100 tons of
water.
coal.
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if
was not
ho in\ it.,: ion n.igl.t
as

Pa!'
M

i':.-.

t

ink

to a

s»

r:..

il hi

u

quite
j

:■

•’.-<*

sure

Pill>hury.

hut

i. irI« i:mgn«-*4

out t!:o < ops and tried
should s.av n- xr. hut it
was not
i-.v to find tin* right words or
tone, and tie
-» v« re
m seemed
xpr»
carved into h* r features
'•
sat *1. .‘.II,
.1 Man:- ]] poured nU*
the t, a.
Hid
r wall
I
tie ‘light I
il
I
out
<»:!••• :.•
.11,
she asked, and
i-t a searching h.ok at
her vis-a-viN w if she v. uid brush
hd fringe, and wear a
away that
plain cotton tiros instead of th« cheap
linery, she might look quite decent, was
h* r thought, and she unconsch a-ly drew
her chair from the table.
"Oh. Maiusell means my walk with
Kalle Forsman.
Yes, it isahvay.,]iy
on the Ksplanadu on Sunday alt. n.i.uiis.
Hilda began to fed more at ease.
"Are you ngaged to Foreman:
Mam
pell forced la r-« If to ask. She could not
accustom herself to the idea that any one
could devote a Sunday afternoon to harm
fcsslv promenading the streets.
Well, no, not quite; but, of course, he
likes me, and we are very good friends,
you see.
Mamscll Malm had difficulty in hiding
her disapproval, and the old severe lines
appeared round her mouth.
Hilda was puzzled over the motive for
this sudden thaw in the old lady
.miner, but sudd, nly began to find the si; nation comic. The corners of her m> .wth bei.,
gan to twitch, an 1 she burst inf.*
bistible, hi!] less giggle.
Iu vain sJ.<- tried
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lie converted the small fishing village
of i lav re into a fortified port, which speed
i 1 y attracted commerce to the mouth of
the Ti inc. and he projected a sciieme—
which he did not live to n ali/.e—for the
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f an oceanic navy under
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Womb Troubles.
or single, sh>
l “Woman* Jle.iuty, I’• r. 1.
Duty,” an illustrated book of ."»6 pap
containing important information th.it
every w< man should know about hemb**nt on receipt of -‘-cent stamp.
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Lydia E Pinkham's Liver Pilla, 25

cents.

For Coughs, Colds, and

Lung Troubles.

(I
\\

Adamson’s//

(!

Botanic

n

Balsam.

Cough

It brings relief with the first
Jose, soothes irritation, heals the

lungs

and throat and effects

a

per-

fect cure.

Price, 33 aed 73 Cents.
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Crocker, of Fitchburg, Mas-., at
in Aroostook.
It weighed

J7o\\
1.100

pounds.

It was at the trial of a case at Augu-ta.
The dispute* was concerning a cow
The
learned attorney for the defense squared ,
himself before the jury, extended his
hand in a gesture full of path*-.and after
a moment's impressive silence, in which
th** jury looked at him in solemn expect“dentleancy. he broke out, abruptly:
nicn of the jury, the cow
is now before
u.-’
The
court
w
it
h
grinned
y
suppressed
m* rrln:* nt. t In* lawyer- sni* k♦ r« *! audibly
and tl- jury, after some of them had
looked nil around the r< <>m to see if a
cow

whs

really there, had

laugh i*f<-re

a

good, hearty

the orator could proceed
with his remnrfcs
P.ut he had succeeded
in ti.x ing
he at tent K-n of t tie jury on t he
fact that the cow was the important item

in the

case.
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Portland

at

hundred years ago Mr-. HhiiuhIi
f Augusta, s« nt k lot of mime
p’rs to the inmates of the Augusta jail,
one
Thanksgiving day. The next y«ar
she rej-ated the kindness and eaeh follow ing \*ar as long as she lived. Then
h«
rial gi.ter. Mis Hannah ]-»ridge, took
up* he work and in turn was succeeded
I y her daughter. Mrs. Hannah Williams,
now over eighty years <f age, who, on
Thursday sent thirty-seven pies to t he
r

rth.

<

lc»ng illness, aged fifty-

a

Hr WH* h native nf Gorham,
Rowdoin in lHfi'J. served in
the 1st Maine artillery, graduated from
the Maine Medical school in l.sfiT. and
pract i«« <1 in (iorbatn and later in Port land.
He was formerly Profes-or of Phvsiologv
in the Maine Medical school.
Ovt

•'

nr

“blues.” *| fie are sure indications
F m ile AV. akness, some derangement
tb.e 1. terns, nr

three years.
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that love is blind?
the Camden youth who
waited at the oja ra house door t he ot her
will

Certainly

--

I.vi’y.

miles

sixty

through the air was tried, proved successful, and was abandoned from business
motives, but it excited but a passing w onder in the public. The trolley car is used
daily by multitudes of people, but few of
whom ever slop to think of the wonderful
achievement
of
the
transmission of
hundreds of horse power over an inert
copper wire.
But the great increase in mechanical
appliance* and the growth of population
in cities have brought about r disagrt t able
effect, the increase of noise. From the
private office, where the rattle of the
typewriter Ims proved the successor to the
classic squeaking of the quill pen, to the
street, w here the traffic of carriages and
carts is overtopped b\ the roar of flit » l»vated railroad, our life is spent in the
midst of noise.
It wouldseem that not one fit-id but a
hundred or more fields are open to the
inventor who w ill attack the noise proh1* m in its minor as well as major phases.
W hen a machine, in addition to
doing
its work, produces
noise, the latter is
pretty certain to be the indication of a

A society known as the' Kqual Rights
reform league, has been organized in
Lewiston by workingmen.
The movement is a result of the reform wave that
has recently struck the city, and its object
it to hunt down the "protected" resorts
and defend j oor people unjustly at tacked.

e

■

the

business men of Augusta have !
organized a club to be known as the
Ahuaki social club.
Handsomely hj- jj
pednteel rooms in the ne w Masonic build- useless exjH milture of energy if not
ing are- being fltte*d up. It is proposed to direct ly t he cause of such waste. ,Srt#uAmerican.
throw the club ojk n during the day for ; tific
the benefit of ladles.
The schooner “Hush Light,” which
Alfred Waterfield, aged 35 years, e>f
arrived at
Portland,
Friday, rejmrts
was
drowned by the* capsizing
Kockland.
having caught a five pound salmon on a
his boat whilt r.winc from Hurricane
codfish trawl eight miles off Petit Menan.
if not an unpreceto Yinalhaven.
A companion clung to This is an unusual
dented occurrence.
the overturned boat and wan rescued.
Waterfield’s body has not been recovered.
He leaves a widow and two children.
The

>

■

at

A convention of leading dairymen ol
Maine will be held at Farmington Dec. 4,
5 and 6, under the auspices of the board
of agriculture.

of

Will

\OlSF.

Inventor Solve This
Problem?
The nineteenth century can be no
better defined than as a century of
wonders.
The wealth of mechanical and scientific
invention which lias been lavished
upon
it lias made it a veritable miracle.
The true progress of the last fifty years
has been such as to actually affect the
popular mind, which now has readied a
condition when it is hardly susceptible of
further wonder. The long-distance tele
phone was as ouietlv accepted as was its
predecessor- the original magneto telephone. Telegraphing from trains moving

eastern

«

e

When

News,
Winnow lugs of
Novelty and Nonsense.
The telephone line between C alais and
East port is now in operation.
has
Moulton
expended f150,000 in
building during the past season.
A red-haired girl by the name of Hell-

Week’s

One*

the

■

■

the new pi.ag lZed about

(birin

u)ii<n hlu* thnmrht of

wtill

old maid's horrified face, and as she
watched the t..!l meager figure disappear
round the corm r she wondered: ‘‘Can the
old lady have taken sudden leave of her
What can have induced her to
senses?
change all her habits in this way without
any apparent reason?"—From the Swedish
In Gentlewoman.

die'

distance the wooded shore of Dez.-raland
stretched away in pale blue gray tints—
nn in her
fine, delicate and almost transpan nt—like
IlfKbled.
1 n-t ibe\
Man,-ell M*T
Tina kept
i• 1
a film of lace •:
:t
sm
her dr**ss with a nervous
The drifts di-appeared a- if by magic,
thing
wa:. r poured from the -!■ ; i• _r roofs of the
gest ur.1
ver tl:e a-; halt f
houses, ru.-lied
Y.ni s'1 I wa- lu Iping wit h the h> i:-e■tpathand plunged with a purling n
down
k<« .ng. an ! at »ne t inie I w i- fi< ti wit h
j
the grated drain-.
ti." l-tu.iU
1 was y.mug then. and—and
The dirty gray cv. ring, f the ir.-w! ieh j —I— Anton, the elde-t -•■!)—that is. 1
covered t.'n* n ark
l-.-gan To sh-av
can* h r me'
na an he b. g.m t
j H iarid
dark p:-u !.*•-. wh.-u —n t-nlar
!1 Maim be ame alarmingly stiff
Mae
filled with \ .• r. until the whole square
ra
her < hair
and st
_'iit i
became one n ■!.
The -• 'iimlr*
she said sharply.
so rap
T:::a ]
;.i abruptly. lo.»k**d e«.nfused

idly

sew.”

Bonce, the mmy funerals and weldings
and 1 dribs **iio had assisted at, and yrt
what strangers they all were to her—all
these people whom she had seen born and

>ho looked at
her friend. In whose face nut a muscle
moved, considering if she would have the
most

to

She knew that for the last 30 years she
Ixvn the terror of the servants of the
families who gave her work.
Mercilessly
had she expos'd their failings, for of
course she sided with her employers.
By
children she was regarded as nn ogress,
for she never looked with a kindly eye upon
their little naughtiness, and as they
grew up they still cherished a wholesome
fear of their old enemy.
Sho thought of the many occasions she
had taken charge of both house and chilhad

Tina was still deop in her own thoughts
and forget to answer.
What in the world art* you dreaming
about?
V -u an* so wonderfully thought

A stronp: southerly wind blew uninterruptedly for several days. The wet snow*
flakes fell thickly and heaped themselves
In huge drifts ah :.g the streets and in the
squares. One evening the weather cleared,
and the air became soft, springlike. Next
clay the sun shone forth.
Spring had come. Spring and joyous,
exuberant life everywhere.
The market place was bathed in sun
light, and the white dome of the Russian
church shone brighter than ever in the
clear glittering spring air, while in the

the house

to

goes

1

PKFYKNTION OF

K1TTKRY TO « AUIIIOI

to hide it la cover her reddening face with
In r hands* Mie laughed and laughed, and
not daring to look at Mamsell Malm she
pot up and rushed out of the r*wm,
slammed the door, ran into the kitchen
and threw herself into the first chair.
Ihar, oh, dear, how funny Mamsell
the gig
was this evening," and again
gling began, ‘‘and 1 frying to slip in
not
would
with the hot water, hoping she
Of couix 1 cxjiected to cateh
fiotice me.
it—and then she inviting me to tea! I
didn't know if I was on my head or my
And then to
heels, I was so astonished.
a-k me if I were engaged to Kalle Foreman! Could she not guess It would come
And what a face she put on
to that?
when I said No,' just as if I weren't to W*
allowed to go f <r a walk with a gentle
man!”
I'p stairs in her room Mamsell paced the
floor, with a heavy heart. She was ashamed,
•o bitterly ashamed of her unfortunate at
tempt at being kind. It was too late now
She saw it clearly, she hail only
to begin.
made herself ridiculous, and yet—she
would herself have given much for the
warm clasp of the hand, but it was too
Her wry voice refused to put oil a
late.
Dnl not the neighbors' chilsofter tone.
dren hide at sight of her; did not they.mug
people silence their gay chatter in her
presence, although she knew they laughed
at her behind her hack?
She sat down and tried to deaden her
thoughts by reading a sermon. The lone
lincss oppressed her. She could ii"t Inar it
any longer, "he would go at once to Tina
She would then feel
and 1m g la r pardon.
that there existed one person in the world
with whom she was in sympathy. So she
w rapped a shawl about her. thrust her feet
The thin
into goloshes and hurried out.
coating of ice which covered the footpath
crackled urn!* r la r feet.
As siie p.i—ed the kitchen window Hilda
Hilda was now feeling conscience
saw hi r
stricken over her rude behavior, though

i
U> nh’-’tnk -i v
l.ual Muiitiuml i'i"
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REASONS
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iLcrjal Notices.
fi-tw'. of Maine.
day includes the time be- j
STATE OF MAINE.
**y nigh..
jo.-L'ouil of probate, Ellsworth,
ouaaay mgiit.—it. b., Chap,
November term, a. d., 1894.
e
.2,
having been filed for settle■v
ment in estates of
on the Lord’s day keeps open
Georg** V. Mills, late of Brooksvllle,deceased.
•vurk-fioiijf>. 'voreliouse or plPr,e
Edward E Mills and Nancy E. Mills, executors.
of
in:ness; travels or does any work,
Jesse Ferry, late of Gouldsboro, deceased.
b bur (»r
business on tiiat day, except Gilbert
E. .Simpson, executor.
k
f necessity or
uses any
Pliebe J. Willins, late of Bluehill, deceased.
charity;
sn *rt. rsme or recreation, or is present at
ElMin It. Bowden, executor.
Alfred Veazle, late of Eden,deceased. Albert
any dancing, public diversion, show or
»>•.*«inrnent, encountering the same, XV Falm*an (’Maries V. land, trustees.
Mvriek
Avery, late of Ellsworth, deceased.
'hall he punished hv fine not exceeding
Levi B. W) man, administrator.
ten dollars.
K. S., C'hap. 124, Sec. 20.
Mary A. Grant, late of Hancock, deceased,
(diaries II. Emery, administrator.
John l>. I.urvey, late of Tremont, deceased.
vStiiKitiscmcnla.
Ezra I). Lurvev, administrator.

Columbia's Garland.
weaving a beautiful garland

Maim* In

They

5

■wm Y

are

..s

To place on Columbia'* brow.
Tin* Wetland lie >ouiii
And we niu-t l»e weaving now—
A leaf, or a bud or a flower—
Ah! we need not look i vain.
Can the land give rl.liter blossom-*
Than those In the woods of Maine?

pay spot cash for their
to sell at low figures.

2d.—Their stock
all

chance

a

;hl.—Strictly
son

the

is

as

large

as

to make their

one
same

which enables them

any in the State, which

selections.

motto, which
chance with his neighbor.

price,

is

gives

our

gives

each per-

case

we

do

represented

as

to

5th.— We pride ourselves on our past record in business in
Ellsworth, and are determined to still hold to that plan,
which is to give all one hundred cents in value for each
and every dollar received.

The

great advancement

for the

reason

in

our

Custom De-

way in which the work is
partment
being performed, which assures all that for a perfect tit
and excellent workmanship we cannot be surpassed by

satisfactory

i' the

any in the State.

LEWIS FRIEND & CO.,
MAINE.

ELLSWORTH.
Corner of

Manning block.

franklin Streets.

and

Main

precious,

For all the ailments of Throat
and Lungs there is no cure so
quick and permanent as Scott’s
Emulsion of Cod-liver Oil. It is
palatable, easy on the most delicate stomach and effective.

Shall it be the opening rosebud?
Shall it be the fragrant pink?
can bring more beautiful roses
From the Sacramento’s brink—
Shall it be the water Illy
Whose petals the snow flakes stain?
There are lilies just as white and sweet
As those in the lakes of Maine.

They

Scot£s
Emulsjon

Fair is the
daisy,
Queenly the golden rod,
Sweet is the purple violet
up from the sod,
And the royal
Over the Ileitis can reign,
Itut we want to carry something else
Out of the woods of Maine.

Peeping

buttercup

Mother of States and Nations!
Mother of noble men !
Out of the pine tree forests
We come to thee again.
Forest and happy island,
River and singing sea,
Hrooklet and bird and maiden
Join in the jubilee.

z\ny Condition of Wasting.
Pamphlet
Scott ABowne, N. Y.

We have given our sons and brothers
In the days of hitter strife,
We have given our heart’s best treasures
For liberty’s precious life,
They lie by'many a hill-side,
They sleep by many a plain,
And because they died we can send a gift
«)ut of the woods of Maine.

simple

of

flit*

“lMuined

Knight.”

FURNITURE

AND

DIRECTOR.

PAINTERS’
30

and

32 Main

all

at

furnislreci

Flowers

Arthur Sui

Seasons.

SUPPLIES.
Ellswoiitii.

Street,

& Co.

te

Now otter, for cash, 3 lbs. Beef Steak
for 30c.

Order your

overlooking

and

a

small

creek. The plot of ground was purchased
when Walker Blaine, the favorite son,
died in 1890. It became the burial place
the next month of Mr. and Mrs. Blaine’s
Walker
Mrs.
daughter,
Coppinger.
Blaine's grave is marked by a plain mon-

DEALER

FUNERAL

chapel

Thanksgiving

ument, having the simple inscription:
“Walker Blaine, born Augusta, Me., May
18, 1855, Died Washington, January 15,
1890.” Mrs. Coppinger’s grave is marked
by a Celtic cross inscribed: “Alice Stanwood, daughter of James G. Blaine and
wife of Col. J. J. Coppinger, U. S. A.,
Born Augusta, Me., March 18, 1800, Died
Washington, February 2, 1890. Erected
by her sorrowing husband.”
Nothing but a small footstone denotes
the grave of the father. The initials,
“J. G. B.,” are the only things to indicate whose body lies beneath the sod.
The tree is the headstone. It was once a
magnificent hickory, but a few years before Mr. Blaine purchased the lot it was
struck by lightning, and the sears still
remain. It has been pruned and trimmed,
however, and gives indications of living
It was under this
on for years to come.
tree, that Mr. Blaine, shortly before his
death,expressed his wish to be laid. This
request was granted, and the stately and
sturdy tree fittingly became his monu11 It. II

Vet

the simple grave of the “Plumed
is the most sought after of any

Knight”

Turkey

and get

now,

good selection.

a

Tlu* hot <ri'adt'~ <d

1

PIANOS’

MUSIC

ORGANS,

1 vJfvt'e

Musical Merchandise.

Sewing Machines. &c.

and my customers
}-2’‘I select my Pianos from the Factories, myself,
be sure of

getting

a

fine instrument.

the famous spots in the cemetery.
The visitors every day even hurry by the
erected to the
handsome monument
memory of John Howard Payne, the author of “Home, Sweet Home,” to stand
beneath the hickory tree marking the
Maine statesman’s last resting place.
The knowledge of the fact that no
monument is erected over Mr. Blaine's
grave will probably serve to stimulate
the effort being made to raise funds for
t he erect ion of a monument to his memory in his adopted state.
of

can
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FRANK M. JOY, 44 MAIN ST., ELLSWORTH, ME.
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Mrs.

Scrofulous Humor
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ie

winter,
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wilh difficulty that
(ca„cei™>5 humors that it wasadvertised,
and col.
'clover REMEDIES
new man;
,wo bottles. I feel like
walk quite
f' ‘,nd

V
I
Id walk at all. I. .anced t see
Alter t'Ktng 1..*»
,:.i 1 ,m aiveth stain.,
••

veil!pl?“ur
\

(’lOVEK
a. .table remedies.

ilrrllis and

CLOVER OINTMENT are. indeed.

niirn Bitters, full pint bottle,
LLUVltli Ointment, 25 cbox.

pi

a

r-'

11 ;

.1

CLOVER MEDICINE CO.. Augusta. Me.
prepared by the sole proprietors.

PINT
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disturb you,
but if we don’t register every vote we’ve
got in the ward they are going to lick us
sure! Take off your apron and come along.
There’s a carriage at the door.
Mr. Newera Ethelberta, I’ve tried to be
a good husband to you. I’ve never refused
to do anything reasonable you have required of me. 1 have taken care of the
house and kept the children out of mischief while you’ve been at the club or
hobnobbing with candidates down-town,
and I’ve never complained, but I’m right
in the middle of the fruit-canning season,
and if you think I'm going to leave this
porcelain kettle full of peaches all ready
to put in the jars and let the six gallons
of apple butter in this wash-boiler burn
and go to waste just for the sake of going
out to register you don’t know me,
madam that’s all. Now, you get out of
1113’ way and go on about your business or
I’ll throw a dipper of hot water on you’
Chicago Tribune.
am

sorry

to

STATE OF MAINE.
ss: —At a court of probate holden at
Ellsworth, within and for said county, on the
second Wednesday of November, a. d. 1894.
l^DNAlt M. GRAY, widow of Joseph F.

siiKitirF's s.vi.k.
Maine. Hancock, ss:

—

demised,’having presented

her petition praying
that dower In certain real estate therein described, may be assigned to her.
Ordered. That notice thereof he given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
iu the Kllsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Kllsworth. in said county, prior
to
the second
Wednesday of December,
that
a.
d.
1894.
they may appear at
a probate court then to be held at Bucksport, within and for said county, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
anv they have, against the same.
'<>. 1\ Cl N N I NDHA.M, Judge of Probate.
A true copy. Attest:—('has. P. Dour. Register.

the 23d day of October, 1894, against' the Ellsworth ami East Hluehill Granite company, a
corporation established and exist ing under the
laws of the State of Maine and having a place
of business at Ellsworth, Hancock county,
Maine, said corporation not having been
created for purposes of education or religion,
and in favor of Geo. 1*. Dutton, of Ellsworth,
Hancock county, Maine, administrator of tingoods and estate of James VV. Davis, late of
said Ellsworth, deceased, for the sum of
twenty-two hundred, ninety-three dollars At a court of probate holden at Ellsworth,
and ninety-one cents, debt or damage, and
within and for the county of Hancock, on
the second Wednesday of Nov., a. d. 1894.
ninety-eight dollars and eighty-six cents
ACD F. ATHERTON named executor in
costs of suit. with fifteen cents more for said
instrument purporting to l»e
the
a certain
execution, I,
undersigned, Lewis F.
Hooper, a deputy sheriff within and for said the la.-t wi 1 and tes ament of Itachel M. Icecounty of Hancock, the officer having said ! land, late of EIDw«*rtli, in said county, deceased,
ha\ i:ig presented the same for probate
execution against said corporation, and havOrdered, That the said Maud K. Atherton
ing certified on said execution that 1 am
unable to find personal property of the said
give notice to all persons interested, !>v causcorporation from which to satisfy said execu- ing a copy of this order to be published three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth Amertion or any part thereof, at the request of the
said judgment cred it or, ha ve seized and taken
ican, printed at l'JIsworth, that they may apat Flucksport,
the hereinafter described real estate of the
pear at a probate court to lie held
the second Wednessaid defendant corporation, and all the right,
in said
county, on
title ami interest which said corporation had
day of December next, at ten of the clock in
in and to the same on the 8th day of Septem- the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said instrument should not be
ber, lsxs. at ten o'clock in the forenoon, the
time when the same was attached on tinproved, approved and allowed as the last will
aforew
action
on
which
the
it
in
the
and testament of said deceased.
original
(). P. (CNN I N( HAM, Judge.
said judgment was given, viz.:
Attest: ('has. P. Dorr, Register.
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
A true copy. Attest:—C has. P. Dour. Register.
Fast Hluehill, so-called, in the town of Hluehill, in said county of Hancock, and being a
division of lots ; At a court of probate holden at Ellsworth,
part of l«>t No. 1 of the second
within and for the county of Hancock, on
the described as fo! lows j
in -aid town and f u
the second Wednesday of Nov., a. d. 1894.
shore
at
the southeast j
on
the
Commencing
KYI 15. TIK >M l’Si i\ named executor in a
corner of the property of the Collins Granite j
certain instrument purporting to be the
company, and running hack from the shore on
la-t
will and testament of Willard Blaisdell,
rods,
lines
both the eastern and western
sixty
late ot nrlund, in said county, deceased, having
and the northern line to he parallel with the
line of the shore: said lot is know n as t he H igh I presented the same for probate:
Ordered, That the said Devil Thompson
Head Granite Quarry and is fifty rods wide
give notice to all persons interested, by
on the shore and on the northern or hack end
this order to be puba
eoncausing
was
copy of
of the lot: and being the lot that
lished three weeks successively in the Kllsveyed by Mcltiah K. Chase to Alexander Ful- worth American,
at Ellsworth, that
and
printed
i
dated
deed
25,
1882,
ton et ais., by
August
they may appear at a probate court to be held
recorded in vol. 181, page 388, of the Hancock
at Bucksport, in said county, on the second
buildthe
with
all
of
Deeds,
together
Registry
of December next, at ten of the
ings thereon: and also being the same prop- Wednesday
i ertv eonveved by Alex. Fulton et als., to the clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any
the said instrument should
have,
Granite
they
why
Hluehill
ami
East
said Ellsworth
not be proved, approved and allowed as the
| company, by their deed dated the 11th day of
last will and testament of said deceased.
June, 1883, and recorded in book 189, page 391.
(). F*. Cl'NNINDHAM. Judge.
of the Hancock Registry of Deeds to which
Attest:—('ll as. p. Dorr, Register.
deeds and the records thereof, reference is
(has. I*. Doit a, Register.
Attest:A
true
copy.
of
December,
made: and on the eighth day
! 1894, at eleven o’clock in the forenoon, at the rPHK subscriber hereby gives public nooffice of E. E. Chase, in Hluehill, said HlueX ticeto all concerned, that be has been
hill being the town in which the above-de- dulv
appointed, and has taken upon himscribed real estate is situated, I shall sell at
administrator
of
an
trust
the
self
above-deso
of
the
much
late
S.
public auction
Robert
Leach,
of the estate of
scribed real estate of the defendant corpora-‘ of I’enobscot, in the county of Hancock, desaid
satisfy
to
be
is
or
as
tion
necessary
may
ceased. by giving bond as the law directs: he
execution above mentioned and incidental therefore requests all persons who are indebtj charges.
ed to the said deceased’s estate, to make imI
Dated this 18th day of November, a. d. 1894.
mediate payment, and those who have any deAttest: —Lewis F. Hoopkk,
mands thereon to exhibit the same for settleDeputy Sheriff
Horace Perkins.
ment.
November 14, a. d. 1894.
NOTH'F OF FOKKCLONl'KK.
H. Grant, of Hancock, rpnF subscriber hereby gives public notice
W^HERKAS, Joseph
X to all concerned, that he has been duly
in the county ol' Hancock and State of
> V
has taken upon himself the
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the eighth appointed and
of the estate of Ellen
dav of April, a. d. is'.ri, and recorded in the trust of an administrator
of
late
Reed,
B.
Bucksport, in the county
Hancock County Registry of Deed-, volume
deceased, by giving bonds as the
*282, page 11
conveyed to me, the undersigned, of Hancock, he
therefore requests all persons
law directs;
two certain lots of’land situated in Hancock,
said deceased’s esto
1
aforesaid, and bounded and described as ltd- who are indebted
tate to make immediate payment, and those
corner
northeast
at
the
low15.ginning
to xhibit the
thereon
demands
have
who
any
i bound of the Mrs Sibley Moon lot on “Grant’s
William B. Reed.
hill” so called, in said Hancock; thence in said same for settlement.
<1
1894.
a.
mber
Novi
14,
of
land
sqblc} M>.mi's north line westerly to
E. K.< heeney, Charles F. Checiicv and others,
rilH E subscriber hereby gives public notice
the -i\ acre’ lot lonnerly owned l»y Daniel
to all concerned that Fie has been duly
Grant, thence northerly oil the ea-t line ol -aid
appointed, and lias taken upon himself the
( heenev’s lot to the south line ot the right •■!
trust of :ui administrator of the estate of I
; ray. late of Penobscot, in the county
ander
; leading from said -i\ urn' 1»*t t.. tin* highway
of Hancock,'deceased, by giving bond as the
thence on the south line ot said right ol way
directs; he therefore requests all persons
law
corner bound of
tn tin* northwest
Mary \. who are indebted to said deceased s estate, to
Grant’' homestead lot ; thence southerly <>n the
we-t line of the -aid Mary A. Grant’' home
have anv demands thereon to exhibit the
-lead lot about eight rod- to the -outhwe-t or
Saml kl H. Prrkins.
•mine f«»r settlement.
\
t.ratit'' lionn-'toad l**t.
tier ot 'aid Mary
t let oiler le, a. *1. 1894.
tin-tire easterly on the south line of the said
(.rant-- 11.. 111 e t * a d t.» the hinhwa;
1',. all |.ei>"iis iutere-lcd in either of tlie esMan
tate- le rereinafter named
thence by -aid highway to plum of beginning
,\i a e.iurt of probate held at Ellsworth, within
ami containing about <»ue acre.
and for the county oi ll.incurk, on tin* second
A!-.• one other lot or pan el of land -ituatod
\V«-due- lay of November, in the v ear of our
I Hat e »ek, being a part ot the oi
ed
;tand
de-eri
<
bounded
|..*rd eighteen hundred and ninctv four.
Daniel
ralit bd, and
following maiter- having been pre
i*n the -otith by land ot Maria
inllmv-, in wit
rpHE
Moon ; nil the w- -t by land <d \ :11«»- Fonir>>y
1 -ented lor the notion thereupon liereinai
|{. G'heney and
ter indie iti d; it i- le re'-v ordered, that notice
on
the north by land of h
thereof be given to all persons interested, by
other', known a-the six acre lot; on theea-t
and M'-ley Moon. -aid la
!i\ | a id 11 < lie He
musing a mpv ..i this order to be published
e ved
to
the’ -aid do-cpli II. Grant by three week- ’successively in the Ellsworth
eon
American, printed at Ell-worth, in said n»unl\
Daniel Grant, and containing about twelve
d wlnivu- the condition' ol -aid limit
that tbey may appear at a probate court, to be
a. re-., a
within and for said county,
bridal
gage ha\e been broken, now therefore, by n a
:.. tb*- breach of the condition therm!, I ,,u the second Wcdne-day of December next,
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, and be heard
el.11 'ii a Ihih lo'ilfr o| -aid mortgage.
( HI m:i
( II \KU> V
thereon, and object ii they see cause.
Andrew II. Taylor, late of Swan’s I-land
by .lolm l>. Kedniau, hi- utty
Plantation, in said county, deceased. Petition
N \ it 1*94.
that Stinson Hooper, of Ellsworth, in said
mes>kngi:k’s noth i:.
countv, niav be appointed administrator, pre
sented by Christina G- M. Taylor, widow of
otliee of the Sheriff of Hancock County.
said deceased.
STATE OF MAINE.
Mary l». Sewall, late of Templeton. Massa
November 23, a. n. 1*91.
If <i m ock, ss:
ehusetts, deeoa-cd. PeiitUm that s N. \>1 me,
«.i W'e-tbrook, Maine, may be appointed admin
rnjlis is to give notice that on the twenty-eeoml day of November, a. i>. 1*91,
i-traior, presented by s. N. Adams, a son of said
in insolvency was issued out deceased.
warrant
a
said
for
of
county
Marcus P. Halliburton, la»e of Hartford, V
tiie
court
of
insolvency,
of Hancock, against the estate of said Tin-mas .1 deeen-cd. Petition that t iara E. Newell, of
U. Abb'ii. of Hrooklin, Hancock county and
franklin. Mass., may be appointed administrainsol- trix,
an
State of Maine, adjudged to be
by ( lara E. Newell, a sister of
vent
debtor on
petition of said debtor, said deceased.
the
H A M, Judge of Probate.
on
I
NNING
was
tiled
twenty<».
P.
t
which petition
M’l'oml day of November, a. i>. 1894, to which
\ true eopv of the original order.
Attest —( has. P. Dour, Register.
date interest on claims is to be computed;
that the payment of any debts to or by said
debtor, and the transfer and delivery of At a court of probate holden at Ellsworth,
law.
within and for the county of Hancock, on the
any property by him are forbidden bv
that a meeting of the creditors of said debtor,
second Wednesday of November, a. d. 1894.
ARLES E. HR A NS(.’(>M R named executor
to prove their debts and choose one or more
j in a certain instrument purporting to be
assignees of his estate, will be held at a court
of insolvency to be holden at Buck port, the last will and testament of Nancy M. IiratisHancock, on the twelfth conib, late of Tremont, In said county, deceased,
in said count v of
day of December, a. p. 1894, at eleven o’clock having presented the same for probate
in the forenoon.
Ordered, That the said Charles E. RransGiven under my hand the date first above conib give notice to all persons interested, by
David .J. Ai.i.t n.
a
written.
copy of this order to be pubcausing
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the court of lished three weeks successively in the
Ellsat
Ellsworth
American, printed
insolvency for said county of Hancock.
worth, that thev mav appear at a probate
in said
at Rucksport,
be
held
court to
county, on the second Wednesday of Dehe
cember next, at ten of the clock in the
rpilK undersigned hereby gives notice that
of
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
the
with
Ellsworth,tor
has
contracted
City
1
should not be proved,
the support of the poor, during the ensuing year, why the said instrument
last will and tesand has made ample provision for their support. approved and allowed a the
of
said
deceased.
tament
from
furnishing
He therefore forbids all persons
t). P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge.
-applies to any pauper on his account, a* without
Attest —( has. P. Dorr, Register.
his written order, he will pay for no goods so
A true copy. Attest:— Chas. P. Dorr, Register.
Harry S. Jones.
furnished.

land conveyed to said Gilman, but not
appurtenant to the rights of way granted

as
to

said Gilman, for the same restrictions to be
imposed by said Gilman upon the whole of
the lot of land conveyed to him as aforesaid,
as appurtenant to, and for the benefit of, all
the land owned in common by said minors
with Loren E. Kimball et als., and adjoining
said lot conveyed to said Gilman, on the
north and west; wherefore your petitioner
prays that he may be licensed to sell said
restrictions upon the land of said minors
at inaforesaid, and to place the
terest for the benefit of said minors, or to
of
the
land
restrictions
said
exchange
upon
said minors aforesaid for similar restrictions
to be imposed upon the land of said Gilman,
hereinbefore described, for the benefit of and
as
appurtenant to the land owned in common
by said minors with Loren E. Kimball et als.,
aiid adjoining to the north and west of said
land of (i il man.
Dated this 14th day rtf November, a. d. 1894.
i'larence A. Kimball, Guardian.
STATE OF MAINE.
H ancock, ss.- At a court of probate held at
Ellsworth, on the second Wednesday of November, a. d. 1894.
That
On the petition aforesaid Ordered,
notice be given by publishing a copy of said
petition, with this order thereon, three weeks
successively in the Ellsworth American, a
newspaper printed in Ellsworth, that all perattend on the second
sons interested
may
Wednesday of December next, at a court of
probate to’ be liolden in Bucksport, and show
cause, if any, why the prayer "f said petition
Such notice to be
should not be granted.
given before said court.
O. 1*. OFNNINGHAM, Judge.
Attest:—( has. I’. Dorr, Register.
A true copy. Attest(.'has. P. Dorr, Register.

M

The Washington Post recently contained a cut of the plain, unostentatious
Maine's greatest statesman,
grave of
James G. Blaine. A tall, weather-beaten,
lightning-shattered old hickory-tree is
the only monument to this man’s memory. It is not a sign of neglect, but in
accordance with his expressed desire that
no other shaft than the old forest tr« ®
stand above his crumbling bones.
The Blaine lot is in Oak Hill cemetery,
down the hill from the little red sandstone

of

—

Hancock,

1)

MONi MKNT.

Grave

Free.

Druggist*. 50c.«nd$l

November
1H, 1894.
Y YlHTl'i: OF AN EXECUTION', issued
> from the supreme judicial court from
Hancock county, Maine, upon a judgment of
said court rendered at the October term

State

Mother of states ami Nations!
H e bring our native pine,
And we 'Wear by the faith we owe thee,
A ml the help of the hand divine,
Ia.ve that is strong and fervent,
I.ove that i' -weet and pure,
(•rowing, forever growing,
A
long as the pines endure.
Julia II. May, in Whig and Courier.

The

Sect!'a Emulsion.

All

ILrtjal yotitfs.

Not to tin* sound of bugle.
Not with the martial drum
l»o we bring this gift, but with blessings,
And with -oiig' of peace we come;
• »\er the hills and vallex
",
Saved by the blood of the slain,
We bring our pledge of loyalty
To thee, and the state of Maine.

Ills

an

|

V

['vvomrs
SenJ fir

—

STATE <IF M AINE.
Hancock, ss:—Court of Probate, Ellsworth,
November term, 1894.
PETITION having been filed by the
widow of each deceased, for an allowance out of the personal estate in the estates
of the following named persons, viz:
Joseph F. Gray, late of Sedgwick, In said
county, deceased
William Buckminster, late of Deer Isle, in
said county, deceased.
Ordered, That said petitioners give public
notice to all persons interested, bv causing a
copy of this order to be published three weeks
successively in the Ellsworth American, a
newspaper printed or published in Ellsworth,
that they may appear at a court of probate for
said county, to be held at the probate office in
Bucksport, on the second Wednesday in December next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be granted.
(). P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.

Stimulates the appetite, aids the
digestion of other foods, cures
Coughs and Colds, S^rt. Throat,
vital
and
Bronchitis,
gives
strength besides. It lias no equal
as nourishment for Babies and
Children who do not thrive, and

We will go to the deepest forests
Wliere the brooks and the sparrows sing,
And a branch from the tallest tree-top
Out of the shades we’ll bring,
And we’ll pick for our mother’s garland,
A branch that is truly ours,
From a tree slit* gave us long ago,
And will weave It among the flowers.

A 1KKK

Amanda M. ray, an Insane person of Bucksport. J. Wesley Eldridge, guardian.
Clarissa L. Hill, minor, of Boston, Massachusetts. Frank F. Hill, guardian and next
friend.
Ordered, That the said accountants give
notice to all persons inteiested, by causing a
copy of this order to be published three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in Ellsworth, in
said county, that they appear at a probate
court, to be holden at Bucksport, on the second
Wednesday of December next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any
they have, why the same should not be alO. F. CUNNINGHAM, Judge.
lowed.
Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.
A true copy, Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.

Coughing.

Something pure and
That the rest would not obtain,
We must pick for our mother's garland
Out of the woods of Maine.

star-eyed

1th.— We do not make idle talk, but in each
we advertise, and all goods sold are as
the purchaser, or money refunded.

(CLARENCE

VCCOUNTS

■

So many ! O how ran we choose it?
Shall it be the golden rod?
Shall we gather tin* apple blossoms,
Or the violets fre.-h from Ood?
Shall it be the star eyed daisy?
Shall it lie the ripened grain,
That we pick tor our mother's garland,
Out of the fields of Maine?

goods,

To the Honorable Judge of Probate for the
county of Hancock, State of Maine.
A. KIMBALL, of Mt. Desert,
j in said county and State, guardian of
Clarence E. McBride and Albert K. McBr’de,
minor heirs of Hannah A. McBride, late of
said Mt. Desert, deceased, respectfully represents that said minors are seized and possessed of the right to impose certain restrictions upon one-forty-second (1-42) part in
common and undivided of a certain lot or
parcel of land situated at Northeast Harbor,
Hancock countv, State of Maine, owned in
common by said minors with Loren E. Kimball et als.i and described as follows, to wit:
So much of the lot of land owned in common
by said minors with Loren E. Kimball et als.
as lies within one hundred feet (100) from the
north and west, lines respectively of a certain
lot or parcel of land described as conveyed in
the deed from Loren E. Kimball et als. to
Daniel C. Gilman, dated September 22, a. d.
1894, to be recorded in the Registry of Deeds
for Hancock county, State of Maine, which
said lot is described in said deed to Gilman,
as follows, to wit:—
Beginning at an iron bolt on the shore at
high water mark at the northeastern corner
bound of Clarence A. Kimball’s ‘‘Clifton
Hotel” lot: thence south eighty-three and
one-half (83 &. l-j) degrees west, following the
northern line of said “Clifton Hotel” lot one
hundred eight (108) feet to a bolt in the ledge;
thence north six and one-half (6 & h) degrees
west one hundred (100) feet to a stone bound;
and one-half
thence north eighty-three
(83 & 1*2) degrees east one hundred eight (108)
feet to a stone bound; thence due east
twenty-five feet to an iron bolt at high water
mark on the shore; thence following the line
of high water mark generally southerly to the
first mentioned bound, containing ten thousand, eight hundred ninety (10,890) square
feet, above high water mark; together with
the shore and flats in front of said above-described lot lying between the northern and
southern lines thereof, produced to low water
mark; together also with certain rights of
way in said deed to Oilman particularly described; that it would be for the benefit of
said minors to sell for money the following
restrictions, to wit:
That no stable nor any other structure that
would in law or equity be deemed a nuisance,
shall ever be erected or maintained upon oneforty-second part (1-42) in common and undivided of said lot of land owned in common
by said minors with said Loren E. Kimball et
als., and lying within one hundred (100) feet
from the north and west lines respectively of
said lot conveyed by Loren E. Kimball et als.
to said Gilman; that neither said minors, nor
their heirs, shall or will ever erect or maintain any stable or other structure that would
in law or equity be deemed a nuisance, upon
that portion of their said land owned in
common as aforesaid, lying within one hundred (100) feet of said north and west lines
respectively of said lot conveyed to Gilman;
and that said minors, and their heirs, will
insert said restrictions in any deed of any
portion of said one-forty-second part in common
and undivided of said land owned in
common as aforesaid and lying within one
hundred feet from said north and west lines
respectively of said lot conveyed to Gilman,
which thcy'may give, but not to be responsible for any violation of said restrictions by
their grantees; that it would also be for the
minors to exchange said
benefit of said

■

Shall we carry a bud or a blossom,
A branch or a tiny tw ig?
They will need them in all the garland,
They can use the smallest sprig—

1st.—They

legal Notices.

M?r! i.v

proceeds

I

j
j

To the Honorable Judge of Probate for the
countv of Hancock.
Charles H. Emery,
rpHE FNDERSIGNED
1 admr. estate Louisa H. Hartshorn, late
of Ellsworth, in said county, deceased, respectfully represents that the goods and
chattels, rights and credits of said deceased
are not sufficient to pay all just debts and
charges of administration by the sum of about
eighteen hundred dollars; wherefore your
petitioner prays your honor to grant him a
license to sell, at public or private sale, and
convey a certain lot or parcel of land situated
in Ellsworth. Hancock county and State of
Maine, and bounded as follows: Beginning
on the north side of Happy Town road at the
southeasterly corner of Moses Treworgy’s
homestead lot; thence north on said Treworgy’s east line to his “Gore Lot” so-called;
thence easterly by the line of said Gore Lot
and shore of Branch pond to land of Peter
McGown. jr.; thence southerly by the westerly line of said McGown, and continued the
same course to road leading from Bucksport
to Ellsworth; thence westerly on said road
of beand the Happy Town road to the
ginning, containing two hundred and sixty
less; being same premises
acres, more or
conveyed by E. H. Greely, attorney for heirs
of Jarvis, James S. Brown, r'c’d Hancock
4
by
Registry of Deeds, vol. 134, page 467,
Brown to Harriet J. Gott, r’c'd Hancock Registry of Deeds, vol. 209, page 153, reserving
however a lot owned or occupied by Byron
Hooper enclosed in the above description.
Also another lot or parcel of land situate in
said Ellsworth, described as follows, to wit:
The homestead of the late Samuel Brown lying
on
the southerly side of the highway of the
before described lot, and running from said
Happy Tow n road to Patten's pond, containing one hundred ami eight acres, more or less,
and same premises conveyed by said Samuel
recorded vol. 123,
Brown t<< James S. Brown
page 127. and by said Brown t<> Harriet .J.
(,->tt. reserving however from the above a lot
conveyed by .lame- I Brown t-> John IE Hig-

|

place

X

<-

gill-*.

~

I'

I’*'*'

tht- Birch (Hove cemetery

l«*t

as

now IVnceu

and the church lot. Both of tlu* above described loi> were I'oir.ryi'd to -.a id deceased
i>\ Harriet .1. (*ot t. March 14, a. d. iss7, recorded
Hancock Registry of Deeds, vol. •.II I. page 17.
of the real estate of the deceased including
the reversion of the willow’s dower therein;,
tosatisf\ said debts and charges of adminisCiivRtrs H. i:\iK.ftv.
tration.’
November s, 1891.
STATE OF MAINE.
t’outl of Probate, November
Hancock.-term, a. d. 1894.
That
1 non t be foregoing pet it ion. ordered
said
give public notice toall persons interested, by causing a
copy of the petition and this order thereon, to be published
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed or published
in Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
said
appear at a court of probate for second
Wedto be held at Bueksport, on the
nesday of December next, at ten of the clock:
in the forenoon, to show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not tie gi anted.
I NN I N’lrUAM, .Judge.
O. P.
Attest: (’mas. I’. Dorr, Register,
Chah.P. Dour, Register.
A true copy, \ttest

Ruck-port,

petitioner

county,

1

1

presented

I

At a Court of Probate holden at Ellsworth,
within and for the county of Hancock, on
the second Wednesday of Nov., a. d., 1894.
.1
BR11H.ES named executor In ft
certain Instrument purporting to he tho
last will and testament of Henrietta Bridges,
late of Brooklln, in -aid county, deceased, having presented the same for probate:
r Ordered,
That the said John J. Bridges
give notice to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, printed at Ellsworth, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Bueksport,
m said
county, on the second Wednesday
of December next, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have
why the said inst rument should not be proved,
approved and allowed as the last will and
testament of said deceased.
<>. P. (’UNNTNCJHAM, Judge.
Attest:—( has. P. Dorr, Register.
A true copy, Attest:—(’has. P. Dorr, Register.
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WALL STREET.
Speculation successfully handled.
spectus
Income.
WARD

Send for Pro-

1 KKK.
Increase your
Investments
placed. Add-ess MORTON,
A CO., 2 A 4 Wall St.. New York.

ami full Information

COUNTY NEWS.
For additional
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South Surry.
Lemuel Fowler

other

s.

work at

is at

The

page*.

i

as

i

front of the stage

the

the motto:

was

; 1UKU.O HOSK H--A1

Fowler has gone to sea for the
in the schooner "Lizzie Chad-

Olin V
winter

concert

Dirigo hose company w as a grand success,
predicted. The floor was tilled with
with
merry masqueraders and the gallery
amused spectators.
The hall was appropriately and artistically decorated for the occasion. Across

bor.

Henry Hamilton, of North Brooklin.
was in town recently.
The schooner "Abigail Haynes.” Capt.
Coggins, arrived Saturday.
Frank H. Young, of Ellsworth, has
been visiting relatives here.

Masque-

rade a Success.
ami masquerade ball of

The

Har-

l^\r

Vinuial

Dirl^oN

httmplon

i

w

KKAl*V

v

Hrt'i«*wt :i

voide

it*

“Heretofore Maine has been considered

good

State to

emigrate from.

recognized

be

the

in

1‘nion

t'apital has found
home,

valuable;

manufacturing

of

she

best

the

immigrate to.
investment at
have been built,

to

1

a

a

safer

a

railroads

new

To-day
of

one

kinds

has

been

tin State, and now the electric motor is
draw ::ig eitie«., towns and rural districts
into el ‘ser tv mi mere i a I relttt ion.
‘•Maine has a great sea coast and the
finest of harbors, navigable rivers and
unlimited water power, great forests,
matches?,
granite, slatt and
mineral deposits, and a splendid home
market. Tin* type of civilization is just
about ih
higln^t and Maine's home life
is nearlv ideal. Her money and her young
men are now
remaining at home. Time
Maine has been a little
will do the rt*st
too modest in present ing her claims. She
needs advertising and could easily sun-

n i ng

States

Over the motto was the shield of the
w ick.
company surmounted by an eagle with
Mrs. Gertie Beetle and Boswell Eaton
spread wings. The low rail about the
of South Bluehill, have been visiting J
stage was wound with red, white ami
Haskell
and
wife.
T.
At one side of the stage
blue bunting.
of Little 1 was a group picture of the company and
The A rka nsas Democrat.
Rook. Ark., of Saturday. Oct. 20, says of at the other a picture of the hose carriage
William P. Stewart
"Among the guests : The rear of the stage was banked with
at
the capital
is to be found Prof. spruce ami evergreen, forming a pleasing
William P. Stewart, of New York, a
background. The front of the balcony was
noted authority in the domain of life in- decorated w ith bunting and lines of firt
an
all-round student and hose, with nozzles crossed in the middle
surance and
traveler." Mr. Stewart has a beautiful of the rear gallery.
is greatly essummer home here, and
The concert and music for dancing was
teemed by al! our people, hence an espec- by Monaghan's orchestra.
ial
lerest is manifested in his welfare.
The grand march was. of course, tin

h

to

must

:

wI

.V-

hardly

the public last vvc k. sa\ •* it
Indieves in the future of Maine.
“Si nee ISsO t !v. Sta:> ha-increased only
12,447 in populntion. but ha> added to her
estates the good, round sum of £7b,352,(X16,
nearly £1*20 |>er capita. This is the beginbow

port a population
than she now has.''

steadiH

Treworgy.

Bluehill, spent

of

the week with Mrs. Etta Chatto.

George Hardy and wife, of Somesville.
spent Thanksgi\mg at Marcus Morgan’s.
East Surry has about thirty scholars
wuo wcuio

giaaiy
electric car

an

from

ran

mgn sonow
here to Surry

me

Aliena

village.
Miss 1-aura Hayward, of the Ma.ne
Central institute. Pittstit ld.spc nt Thanksgiving at George Wood's, and ca.led on
Edward Chat:o. who s h student of the
same institution.
Sickne^p has \ .-itod near.' every fa:-, ly
;d- and
during the wet k. an : .- n
sore
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Ibank-gUing Ha> in Kllsworth.
et l>
Thanksgi\ :ng Day pa-—, i
The blusUrmg winter wind
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Saturday evening
enjoyed a pleasant time. Tne affh.r added
f9 to the fund for f u -.mg a horse shed
was

at the

a

sucoe*-.

a

We

s.

ant

et

n

■

ones

sorry to lose so many of our
Monday for
young people, w ho left
Bucksport u attend the 1 M. C >.. but
be their gain.
we feel that our loss will
In the party wert Alexander and William
Mattocks. Harold Gordon, Miss W .a
Blaisdell. Miss Cora M. Gordt. n. and M .**
Et l a W a? gal '.
John A dan* b„ r many years a respected
citixen of this place, died Nov. 29. after
an

illness

».

:

: w

::. y

day

rive

Mr.

Adams was a stone-cutter and has been
.n the employ
Cr»: :rrt A Ha\ey for
over twelve
Hr .eaves a widow
years.

laughters,
pat hy of
Dec. 3.

t

he
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y
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equal, nr.d the
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a, nc :s worth the
price
the w h ‘.e package.
Mr». A. i-. 11ak:>v, rwi-U-ncc.
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old and young.
.......
As you enter the store the first which will meet your eye i- :;r
display < f Umbrellas, specially bought for the Holiday trade.

..

our

Premium

Catalogue.
v

•'

<

<

We have these from $1.00 to $8.00.
They are beautiful goods,
and worthy of your consideration.
On our front center counter w e have our display of Fancy G ids
The same consists of all the novelties, •ach
and Knick-knacks.
Flush Cases. Handkerchief and Glove Fi xes.
as Celluloid and

I

CHRISTMAS

{

Ho ks. Stationery. l’ocket-b®ok«. and many other tilings.
f
If you do not want
these are popular goods at popular prices.
to spend more than 5 cents \, u can find something there, or ;::i

NOVELTIES
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Thanksgiving

union

p

the

res* ut at

the

at

service's

church in the morning. Rev.
P. L. Yale. of the Congregational church,
spoke on the subject "The World.” and
Rev L. P Cochrane, of the Unitarian
Both
"Our
on
Nation.
church.
Unitarian

addresses

day.

the

to

appropriate

were

dt l:cored with an earnestness that
appealed to the hearts of their listeners.
The music was by the choir of the
Unitarian church.
and

Tht lay-pigeon shoot of the Kiisworth
gun club, arranged fi r the afternoon of
Tha:.k-gl\ .: g Pay. was **0-: polled :udttill
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RICkSECkER'S PERFUMES.
of

j|

perfumes which are celebrated for
What
their puritv and lasting qualities.
is better for a Christmas gift than a bottle
of rich perfume?
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Jloaks and Shawls.
We have put ci< sing- ut pricn the same.
We do n. : vva
re after
If vou
garment < r sh.tw; in
Jam:arc l
bargain- ::i e.tr.er ! these do not delay purchasing any long

GEO. A. PARCHER,
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CELLULOID.

#

of having the capital, ability and
sC|l the best goods in the best assortments i r
It i- inipi-sible to tell what we have in the

to

the least ir. ney
You must sec the display to appro late
line of Hobday Goods.
tile multitude of appropriate presents we offer for one and all,

WASHING POWDER.
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THE J. K. WILLIAMS CO.
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happy position

determination

..

sight of
home-con..ng of other loved ones, the
warm
har.d-t last and li-wng k;-s. wh.t
ahsw:l
it called more vividly to mind tht
ne. -till
fumed the sorr> \v and sweetened the sadnes- f tht memory.
A

are

sonable price.
We arc in the

-op-

sadly

church.

Our graded >cb..-vl opened Monday.
Burr .1. a student
Dec. 3. with Frank c
of Bates college, a? teacher of the grammar department. Florence Colby, of Hancock, of the primary, and Bertha Havey.
of West Sul .van. as assistant

larger

than all the other dry goods dealers combined, proves the
public believes in dealing where they get reliable goods at a sea-
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t sell them.

n

fair grade of goods, but at our prices they are
cheapThe majority of people in this
er than poor and trashy stuff.
section want a lair grade of goods at a reasonable price.
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The shrewd buyers are getting the first pick from our grand display. If v u desire a cheap grade1 of goods do not call on us-

resumed, and
early hour of Thanks-

an

EXHIBITION AT

v

then

was

C. \\ Brooks. K. F. Jordan. C. W Kalon.
H. J. Brown, C. H. Iceland. G. H. Brooks,
J. A. Stuart, J. A. Anderson. James Sullivan. George S. Foster. A. F Reeves.
Melvin l'aw-. S. i.
Chapman. Knu-sl
Brown. L. A. Billington. David C. Jarvis.
•
K
Greenan, /.elman Py.. r. William

rth

n ie-.-d
This has
Tiiank-g ving

/ j:

the

giving morning.
An excellent supper was furn.shed in
■the lower hall at midnight.
The officers of the evening were: Man*

first to offer aid.

/is

ft /

gallery.

the

-1

oct

s

we

dancers formed about the hall ami at tin
word masks were removed, totho surprist
of many partners ami the amusement of

M

s

You will

about a camp tire in the centre of the
hall, where they went
through tin
various motions of an Ind.an war party
in camp,
ending with a spirited war
dance.
After a
few dances in masque, the

tie

-.

s

masqueraders entered the ha!!, a group of
Indian warriors separated from t he ether
masqueraders, and gathered in a circle

ugh

d

A-

masquerade.

the

of

The dancing
continued until

Ka-t Surry.
Mrs Sarah

if

feature
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times greater

many

apurttisfmmts.

j

Mrs. Lucy Treworgy. after a long illAt
ness, died at her home here No\. 14.
onetime it was hoped that she might reThe end
cover, but dropsy developed.
The deand peacefully.
came quietly
ceased was a devoted wife ami mother, a
kind neighbor and a faithful number of
the Baptist church. She haves a husfour sons and two
band ami six children
daughters. Two children died in infancy. The family has the sympathy of
the entire community, w hich mourns the
loss of an esteemed citizen.
SiRi s.
Dec. 3.

Stibrrtiscmrnts.

Maine’s resources have
d. and y«
touched.
“Tht' narrow -gang*railroad solved the
proi lesn-’f reaching certain portions of
inert

Maine's Hright Future.
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